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Projected entangled pair states (PEPS) provide a natural ansatz for the ground states of gapped,
local Hamiltonians in which global characteristics of a quantum state are encoded in properties
of local tensors. We develop a framework to describe on-site symmetries, as occurring in systems
exhibiting symmetry-protected topological (SPT) quantum order, in terms of virtual symmetries of
the local tensors expressed as a set of matrix product operators (MPOs) labeled by distinct group
elements. These MPOs describe the possibly anomalous symmetry of the edge theory, whose local
degrees of freedom are concretely identified in a PEPS. A classification of SPT phases is obtained
by studying the obstructions to continuously deforming one set of MPOs into another, recovering
the results derived for fixed-point models [X. Chen et al., Phys. Rev. B 87, 155114 (2013)] [1].
Our formalism accommodates perturbations away from fixed point models, opening the possibility
of studying phase transitions between different SPT phases. We also demonstrate that applying the
recently developed quantum state gauging procedure to a SPT PEPS yields a PEPS with topological
order determined by the initial symmetry MPOs. The MPO framework thus unifies the different
approaches to classifying SPT phases, via fixed-points models, boundary anomalies, or gauging
the symmetry, into the single problem of classifying inequivalent sets of matrix product operator
symmetries that are defined purely in terms of a PEPS.
I. INTRODUCTION
The phase diagrams of quantum many-body systems
become much richer when global symmetries are im-
posed. It has become clear of late that in the presence of
a global symmetry there exist distinct phases which can-
not be distinguished via local order parameters. These
phases are referred to as symmetry-protected topological
(SPT) phases [1]. In contrast to topologically ordered
systems [2], all SPT phases become trivial if the sym-
metry is allowed to be explicitly broken. While this im-
plies that SPT ground states possess only short-range
entanglement, they cannot be adiabatically connected to
a product state without breaking the symmetry. Fur-
thermore they exhibit interesting edge properties when
defined on a finite system with nontrivial boundary.
In recent years there has been a growing interplay be-
tween the theory of quantum many-body systems and
quantum information. This has led to the development
of tensor network ansatz for the ground states of lo-
cal, gapped Hamiltonians [3–7]. Tensor network meth-
ods have proven particularly useful in understanding the
emergence of topological phenomena in quantum many-
body ground states. In one dimension, Matrix Prod-
uct States were used to completely classify SPT phases
via the second cohomology group of their symmetry
group [8–10]. In two dimensions, Projected-Entangled
Pair States (PEPS) have been used to characterize sys-
tems with intrinsic topological order [11–15], symmetry-
protected topological order [16] and chiral topological in-
sulators [17–19].
The first goal of this work is to present a general frame-
work for the description of on-site symmetries within the
PEPS formalism. The framework includes symmetry ac-
tions on states with topological order and thus provides a
natural setting for the study of symmetry-enriched topo-
logical phases [20–29] with PEPS [30]. We then restrict to
PEPS without topological order and provide a complete
characterization of bosonic SPT order by formulating suf-
ficient conditions to be satisfied by the individual PEPS
tensors. Previously some powerful results for renormal-
ization group (RG) fixed-point states with SPT order
were presented by Chen et al. [1, 16], the present work
extends these results to systems with a finite correlation
length. Furthermore, application of the quantum state
gauging procedure of Ref.[31] within the framework pre-
sented here illuminates the correspondence between SPT
phases and certain topologically ordered phases in the
language of PEPS, providing a complementary descrip-
tion to the Hamiltonian gauging construction of Levin
and Gu [32]. This naturally brings together the classifi-
cation of SPT phases via fixed-point models, gauging and
anomalous boundary symmetries into a single unified ap-
proach that focuses only on MPOs which are properties
of the ground states alone.
To achieve these goals we have developed tools to deal
with orientation dependent MPO tensors. These tools
allow us to calculate the symmetry action on monodromy
defected and symmetry twisted states and also modular
transformations, pre- and post- gauging, in a local way
that is governed by a single tensor.
We first outline the general formalism for characteriz-
ing gapped phases in PEPS using matrix product oper-
ators (MPOs) in Section II. Section III presents a set of
local conditions that lead to a large class of PEPS with
global symmetries which fit within the general formalism.
Next, in Section IV, we identify a class of short-range en-
tangled PEPS and discuss how SPT order manifests it-
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2self in these models via their anomalous edge physics.
Section V explains how gauging a SPT PEPS with a
discrete symmetry group yields a long-range entangled
PEPS with topological order. In Section VI we study
symmetry twists and monodromy defects of SPT PEPS.
These concepts are then illustrated with a family of ex-
amples that fall within the framework of SPT PEPS in
Section VII. We show explicitly that gauging these states
yields ground states of the twisted quantum double mod-
els [33, 34], which are the Hamiltonian formulations of
Dijkgraaf-Witten discrete gauge theories [35, 36].
The appendices are organized into sections that review
relevant background and others that provide technical
details of results which are used throughout the paper.
We first review the relevant properties of MPO-injective
PEPS in Appendix A, provide an argument that a MPO-
injective PEPS with a single block projection MPO is
the unique ground state of its parent Hamiltonian in Ap-
pendix B and review the definition of the third coho-
mology of a single block MPO group representation in
Appendix C. In Appendix D we present results concern-
ing possible orientation dependencies of MPO group rep-
resentations. In Appendix E we discuss different cross-
ing tensors, their composition and the effect of modular
transformations. Appendix F contains a brief review of
the quantum state gauging formalism and a proof that a
gauged SPT PEPS is MPO-injective [14]. In Appendix G
we present an extension of the quantum state gauging
procedure of Ref.[31] to arbitrary flat G-connections and
use it to prove that the gauging procedure is gap pre-
serving for arbitrary topologies and to furthermore con-
struct the full topological ground space of a gauged SPT
model. In Appendix H we develop a description of sym-
metry twisted states, topological ground states and mon-
odromy defected states in terms of MPOs and calculate
their transformation under the residual symmetry group.
Finally in Appendix I we demonstrate that the quantum
state gauging procedure for finite groups is equivalent
to the standard minimal coupling scheme for gauging
Hamiltonians.
II. CHARACTERIZING TOPOLOGICAL
PHASES WITH MATRIX PRODUCT
OPERATORS
In this section we present a general framework for the
classification of gapped phases with PEPS in terms of
universal and discrete labels that arise directly from ten-
sor network states. These discrete labels emerge from
the set of MPO symmetries of the PEPS tensors and
should remain invariant under continuous deformation
of the MPOs.
A 2D PEPS can be defined on any directed graph Λ
(most commonly a regular lattice) embedded in an ori-
ented 2D manifold M given a tensor
Av :=
d∑
iv=1
D∑
{ie}=1
(Av)
iv
{ie} |iv〉
⊗
e∈Ev
(ie|
for every vertex v ∈ Λ, where Ev is the set of edges with
v as an endpoint, see Fig.1. Here iv is the physical index
running over a basis for the Hilbert space of a single site
Cd and each ie is a virtual index of dimension D along
an edge e adjacent to v in the graph Λ.
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FIG. 1. a) A PEPS tensor on a trivalent vertex. b) A right
handed MPO tensor.
For any simply connected regionR ⊂M whose bound-
ary ∂R forms a contractible closed path in the dual graph
Λ∗ we define the PEPS map
AR : (CD)⊗|∂R|e → (Cd)⊗|R|v ,
from |∂R|e virtual indices on the edges that cross ∂R to
|R|v physical indices on the vertices in R, by taking the
set of tensors {Av | v ∈ R} and contracting each pair of
indices that are assigned to an edge within R, to yield
AR :=
∑
{iv}v∈R
∑
{ie}e∈R
⊗
v∈R
(Av)
iv
{ie}e∈Ev
⊗
v∈R
|iv〉
⊗
e∈∂R
(ie|
where R := R∪ ∂R, see Fig.2.
ℛ �ℛ
FIG. 2. The PEPS map AR from virtual indices on edges in
∂R to physical indices on vertices in R.
Universal properties of the phase of matter containing
the PEPS wave function are manifest in the local sym-
metries of AR. The specific symmetries we consider are
of the form U⊗|R|vAR = ARO∂R, where U is an on-site
unitary corresponding to a physical symmetry that is re-
spected in our classification of phases. Since physical
symmetries necessarily form a group under multiplica-
tion, we henceforth use the notation U(g), g ∈ G (we do
not consider non on-site symmetries such as lattice sym-
metries [37]). O∂R is a MPO acting on the virtual space
3associated to the edges crossing ∂R. In general,
O∂R =
D∑
{in},{i′n}=1
Tr[B
i1,i
′
1
σi · · ·BiN ,i
′
N
σN ] |i1 . . . iN 〉 〈i′1 . . . i′N |
where the edges crossing ∂R are ordered 1 to N := |∂R|e,
by fixing an arbitrary base point and following the ori-
entation of ∂R (specifically the orientation induced by
M). Each (Bi,i′σn )a,b is a χ × χ matrix, see Fig.1, which
can depend on the handedness σn = ± of the crossing of
∂R and edge n (+ for right, − for left).
Any truly topological symmetries should persist under
arbitrary deformations of the region R, hence the rele-
vant task is to find a complete set Sg of linearly indepen-
dent single block [38] MPOs O∂Rα (g) for every symmetry
transformation U(g) such that for every region R (satis-
fying the conditions outlined above) we have
U(g)⊗|R|vAR = ARO∂Rα (g) (1)
see Fig.3. There is an important subtlety in finding in-
�(�)�(�) �(�)�(�) �(�) =
�
FIG. 3. The symmetry of the PEPS map AR on a region R
containing five sites.
equivalent MPOs that satisfy Eq.(1) since two linearly
independent solutions O∂R1 (g), O
∂R
2 (g) may coincide on
the support of AR. This occurs precisely when they
differ by an operator supported on the kernel of AR.
To remove this redundancy one must first find the set
of all single block MPO symmetries S1 for U(1) = 1 .
Assuming these MPOs are complete in the following
sense
∑
αO
∂R
α (1) = A
+
RAR, where A
+
R is a distinguished
generalized inverse of AR, any MPO Oˆ∂R can be pro-
jected onto the support of AR to yield another MPO
A+RAROˆ
∂R with a (multiplicative) constant increase in
the bond dimension. Hence the set of inequivalent sin-
gle blocked MPO symmetries Sg := {O∂Rα (g)}α can be
found by taking all linearly independent MPOs satisfy-
ing Eq.(1), projecting them onto the support subspace
A+RAR and collecting the linearly independent single
block MPOs that result.
Eq.(1) implies that S := ⋃g Sg has a G-graded algebra
structure. This algebra structure and the number of el-
ements in S must be independent of R. Note the MPO
matrices Bijσe,α(g) also do not depend on R hence for
every region the MPO O∂Rα (g) is constructed from the
same local tensors. The symmetry relations of Eq.(1),
the graded algebra structure of S and any discrete labels
of the MPO representation of this graded algebra provide
universal labels of a quantum phase, independent of the
details of the local tensors Av.
Conjecture 1 ([30]). A discrete set of labels that fully
specify a symmetry-enriched topological phases of matter
can be derived from S, the MPO representation of G, in
a purely local fashion and these labels remain invariant
under continuous physical perturbations.
This set of labels can be calculated by following a
similar approach to Ref.[39], and they should describe
the emergent symmetry defects and their G-graded fu-
sion and G-crossed braiding properties. Note this data
subsumes the underlying anyon theory and the possibly
fractional symmetry transformation of the defects.
Intrinsic topological order is defined without reference
to any symmetry and thus corresponds to the G = {1}
case, in which PEPS are classified by S1. Injective
PEPS [6] always posses trivial topological order and
have S1 = {1⊗|∂R|} whereas all known topological or-
dered PEPS [11–15] satisfy Eq.(1) with a nontrivial S1.
This was formalized in the framework of MPO-injectivity
in Ref.[14], which was shown to capture all Levin-Wen
string-net models (the Hamiltonian version of Turaev-
Viro state sum invariants [40]). In Ref.[14] the indepen-
dence of the MPO tensors from the region R was guar-
anteed by the intuitive pulling through property and the
more technical generalized and extended inverse proper-
ties, all of which were purely local conditions.
By taking a global symmetry G into account, a finer
classification is achieved in terms of S where |Sg| > 0
∀g ∈ G. This classification contains symmetry-protected
phases for |S1| = 1 and symmetry-enriched topological
phases for |S1| > 1. In the next section we demonstrate
how solutions of Eq.(1) can be obtained for nontrivial
elements g ∈ G in a similar fashion to Ref.[14].
III. GLOBAL SYMMETRY IN PEPS
In this section we present a set of local conditions that
lead to a general class of solutions to Eq.(1).
Consider a PEPS on a trivalent directed graph Λ em-
bedded in an oriented manifoldM, built from four index
tensors A which we interpret as linear maps from the
virtual to physical indices A : (CD)⊗3 → Cd. Firstly, we
require that the tensors A satisfy the axioms of MPO-
injectivity [14], a framework describing general gapped
phases without symmetry. Thus (potentially after some
blocking of lattice sites, which we assume has already
been carried out) the projection P := A+A onto the
subspace within which the tensor A is injective can be
4written as a matrix product operator
��
��+
= (2)
here the MPO tensors are denoted as black squares and
satisfy the axioms listed in [14], see Appendix A for a
brief review. These axioms ensure that the same MPO is
obtained for any larger region, independent of the order
in which the generalized inverses are applied, and further-
more that this closed MPO is a projector independent of
its length.
We now describe purely local sufficient conditions for
a PEPS to be invariant under the on-site action U(g) of
a global symmetry group G. Hereto, we introduce an-
other set of closed MPOs {V ∂R(g) | g ∈ G} which inherit
an orientation from ∂R. These MPOs are composed of
four index tensors that depend on a group element g.
The tensors are depicted by filled circles in the following
diagrams and are defined by conditions (3) and (4)
�
=
��(�)
(3)
where U(g) is a unitary representation of G, and
� = . (4)
Note Eq.(4) with the directions reversed is implied by the
above conditions. The orientation of the MPO tensors is
significant as pulling the MPO through a PEPS tensor
in a right handed fashion, as in Eq.(3), induces an ac-
tion U(g) on the physical index while pulling through in
a left handed fashion results in a physical action U†(g),
this follows directly from Eq.(3) since U is a unitary rep-
resentation.
With these two properties, it is clear that the ground
space of a MPO-injective PEPS constructed from the ten-
sor A on any closed system of arbitrary size is invariant
under the global symmetry action U(g)⊗N . Hence such
MPO-injective PEPS that are unique ground states must
be eigenvectors of the global symmetry. For the special
case of injective PEPS [6] the MPO P is simply the iden-
tity P = 1 (i.e. a MPO with bond dimension 1), the
symmetry MPOs V (g) can always be factorized into a
tensor product of local gauge transformations [41] and
the ground state is unique.
From Eqs.(3) and (4) it immediately follows that the
PEPS tensors are intertwiners, i.e. U(g)A = AV (g),
where V (g) denotes a closed MPO acting on the three
virtual indices. Without loss of generality, and in accor-
dance with the general framework of Section II, we im-
pose that the MPOs V (g) act within the support space
of A such that PV (g) = V (g), i.e.�
=
�
(5)
and in particular V (1) = P , for 1 the identity group ele-
ment. Hence the MPOs V (g) form a representation of G
since we have AV (g1g2) = U(g1g2)A = U(g1)U(g2)A =
AV (g1)V (g2), and thus PV (g1g2) = PV (g1)V (g2) where
P := A+A, see Eq.(2) (note PV (g)P = A+U(g)AP =
PV (g)). A similar argument shows that the symme-
try MPO Vrev(g) along the path with reversed orien-
tation (inducing reversed arrows) equals V (g−1) since
AVrev(g) = U
†(g)A = U(g−1)A = AV (g−1) which im-
plies PVrev(g) = PV (g
−1). The above two arguments
extend to arbitrary contractible regions R and boundary
MPOs P∂R, V ∂R(g).
If we do not project the boundary symmetries onto the
support subspace of A there are many equivalent choices
for the symmetry action on the boundary. In particular,
there might be choices for which the action is factoriz-
able into a tensor product (see e.g. Ref.[16]), even if the
support projector is not. However, the resulting bound-
ary actions will generically not form a representation of
the relevant symmetry group G. The procedure we have
outlined of projecting these actions onto the injectivity
subspace provides an unambiguous recipe to identify the
relevant set of boundary operators that form a MPO
representation of the physical symmetry group G. For
the particular case of renormalization group fixed-point
models, our recipe matches the results of Ref.[16], as il-
lustrated in Section VII.
With these properties it is clear that the class of sym-
metric PEPS satisfying Eqs.(3) and (4) constitute a spe-
cial case of the general framework described in Section II.
Let V ∂R(g) denote the MPO corresponding to group el-
ement g acting on the boundary of region R then we
have
U(g)⊗|R|vAR = ARV ∂R(g) . (6)
Note in the general case we may need to decompose
V ∂R(g) into a sum of single block MPOs to be consis-
tent with Section II.
This general class of solutions show that the formal-
ism of Section II accommodates the description of both
symmetries and topological order, and furthermore non-
trivial actions of symmetries on states with topological
order. Hence the formalism is well suited to describe
symmetry-enriched topological phases within the PEPS
framework. We plan to pursue this direction explicitly in
future work[30].
5IV. SYMMETRY-PROTECTED
TOPOLOGICAL PEPS
Having discussed the general framework for gapped
phases and global symmetries in PEPS, we now focus
on the subclass corresponding to states with symmetry-
protected topological order. In the first subsection we
identify the characteristic properties of short-range en-
tangled SPT PEPS. We proceed in the second subsection
with an analysis of the edge properties of non-trivial SPT
PEPS.
A. Identifying SPT PEPS
First we must identify the relevant set of PEPS that ac-
curately capture the short-range entanglement property
characteristic of SPT phases. As shown in Ref.[14] and
argued in the previous sections, MPO-injective PEPS
can describe topological phases with long-range entangle-
ment. To single out the short-range entangled PEPS that
are candidates to describe SPT states we require that
the projection MPO P has a single block when brought
into its canonical form. Let BijP denote the MPO matrix
with external indices i and j, the single block property
is equivalent to the transfer matrix EP :=
∑
ij B
ij
P ⊗ B¯ijP
having a unique eigenvalue of largest magnitude with a
corresponding unique eigenvector of full rank. For RG
fixed-point PEPS, which are injective on the support
subspace of P , we argue that the single block property
implies the topological entanglement entropy [42, 43] is
zero.
Proposition 1. For a RG fixed-point (zero correlation
length) MPO-injective PEPS with a single blocked pro-
jector MPO P , the topological entanglement entropy of
the PEPS is zero
Note the rank of the reduced density matrix ρR on a
finite homotopically trivial region R of a MPO-injective
PEPS on a sphere equals the rank of the projection MPO
surrounding that region, i.e. rank(ρR) = rank(P∂R) [14].
Since the MPO P is a projection, we have rank(P∂R) =
tr(P∂R) = tr(P 2∂R) = tr(ELP ), where L = |∂R|e is the
number of virtual bonds crossing the boundary of the re-
gion R under consideration. We then use the uniqueness
of the largest eigenvalue λmax of EP to conclude that,
for large regions, the rank of the reduced density matrix
scales as λLmax. This implies that the zero Re´nyi entropy
has no topological correction and for RG fixed-points this
furthermore implies that the topological entanglement
entropy is zero [44]. We expect this property to hold
throughout the gapped phase containing the fixed-point.
A further crucial property of a SPT phase without
symmetry breaking is the existence of a unique ground
state on any closed manifold. For a PEPS to be a unique
ground state its transfer matrix must have a unique fixed-
point. This excludes both symmetry-breaking and topo-
logical degeneracy [12, 45]. By taking a PEPS suffi-
ciently close to its isometric form [11, 13, 14] we avoid
the symmetry-breaking case (and assure the gap condi-
tion [8]). Furthermore, in Appendix B we present an
argument showing that MPO-injective PEPS with single
block projection MPOs do not lead to topological degen-
eracy.
We have argued above that SPT PEPS should be
MPO-injective on the support subspace of a single
blocked projection MPO. In the language of Section II
this implies |S1| = 1 for SPT PEPS. We now show that
in this case the symmetry MPOs are also single blocked.
Proposition 2. For any MPO-injective PEPS with a
single blocked projection MPO, all symmetry MPOs of
that PEPS can be chosen to be single blocked.
Assume V (g) contains multiple blocks when brought
into canonical form V (g) =
∑
i Vi(g), then we have
PV (g) =
∑
i Vpi(i)(g) in canonical form (for some per-
mutation pi) since V (g) = PV (g) for all lengths. This
follows from the fact that a pair of MPOs which are equal
for all lengths exhibit the same blocks when brought
into canonical form [46]. Furthermore pi = 1 since
Vi(g) = PVpi−1(i)(g) = P
2Vpi−1(i)(g) = Vpi(i)(g).
We have
P = V (g−1)V (g) =
∑
i
V (g−1)Vi(g)
and since this equality holds for all lengths and P has
a single block, there can be only one block on the right
hand side after bringing it into canonical form [46]. Hence
one term in the sum gives rise to a P block along with
zero blocks in the canonical form and the others give rise
only to zero blocks. Writing this out we have
P = V (g−1)Vi(g)
multiplying by V (g) from the left and making use of the
invariance under P implies
V (g) = Vi(g)
which has a single block (after throwing away the trivial
zero blocks).
The arguments in this subsection show that the
subclass of symmetric, MPO-injective PEPS satisfying
Eqs.(3) and (4) which accurately describe SPT phases
are precisely those with a single blocked projection MPO,
provided they are taken sufficiently close to an isometric
form to discount the possibility of a phase transition.
Hence the framework of Section II yields a classifi-
cation of SPT phases in terms of the discrete labels of
the (necessarily single blocked) MPO group representa-
tion V (g) of the physical symmetry group G which in-
clude the group structure and the third cohomology class
[α] ∈ H3(G,U(1)) [16] (see Appendix C for a review).
6B. Edge properties
We now focus on how the MPO symmetries affect the
edge physics of a SPT PEPS and discuss how this can be
used to diagnose nontrivial SPT order.
A short-range entangled PEPS with MPO symmetries
V (g) that satisfy Eqs.(3) and (4) has non-trivial SPT or-
der if the third cohomology class [α] of the MPO repre-
sentation is non-trivial. The existence of this non-trivial
SPT order can be inferred by analyzing the edge physics
when such a PEPS is defined on a finite lattice R with a
physical edge (boundary) ∂R. In this case the PEPS has
open (uncontracted) virtual indices along the physical
boundary and all virtual boundary conditions give rise
to exact ground states of the canonical PEPS (bulk) par-
ent Hamiltonian HPEPS (note boundary conditions or-
thogonal to the support of P∂R yield zero). Hence the
ground space degeneracy scales exponentially with the
length of the boundary, which is a generic property of
any PEPS (bulk) parent Hamiltonian. The physically
relevant question is whether the Hamiltonian can be per-
turbed by additional local terms Hpert =
∑
vHv, which
are invariant under G, to gap out these edge modes and
give rise to a unique symmetric ground state.
In Ref.[45] an isometry W was derived that maps any
operator O acting on the physical indices of the PEPS
to an effective operator acting on the virtual indices of
the boundary O 7→ WAR[O]. Let AR = WH be a po-
lar decomposition of AR, where W is an isometry from
the virtual to physical level (CD)⊗|∂R|e → (Cd)⊗|R|v .
This induces the following isometry WAR[O] := W †OW
that maps bulk operators to the boundary in an or-
thogonality preserving way. Note there is some free-
dom in choosing W precisely when P∂R is nontrivial,
in this case we make the choice that best preserves lo-
cality. Regardless of our choice of W we always have
P∂RWAR[O]P∂R = H+A†ROARH+, where H+ is defined
to be the pseudoinverse of H, see Fig.4. Away from an
𝐴𝑅
†
𝐴𝑅
FIG. 4. The bulk to boundary isometry, for a region R
containing four sites, projected onto the injectivity subspace
P∂RWAR[O]P∂R = H+A†ROARH+.
RG fixed-point, however, it has not been proven that this
isometry preserves locality. To this point we venture the
following conjecture, which was numerically illustrated
for a particular non-topological PEPS in Ref.[47],
Conjecture 2. The boundary isometry of any PEPS
with exponentially decaying correlations maps a local op-
erator Ov acting on the physical indices near the bound-
ary to a (quasi-) local operator O˜ve :=WAR[Ov] acting on
the virtual degrees of freedom along the boundary.
From properties (3) and (4) it is clear that acting with
U(g) on every physical site is equivalent to acting with
the MPO V ∂R(g) on the virtual boundary indices of the
PEPS, hence a G-symmetric local perturbation Hv to the
Hamiltonian at the physical level HPEPS is mapped to an
effective (quasi-) local Hamiltonian term on the virtual
boundary H˜ve that is invariant under V
∂R(g). The full
symmetric edge Hamiltonian is given by
H˜edge = P∂RWAR[Hpert]P∂R
= V ∂R(1)
(∑
e∈∂R
∑
v 7→e
H˜ve
)
V ∂R(1) (7)
where v 7→ e denotes that the bulk perturbation centered
on site v becomes a (quasi-) local boundary term centered
on virtual bond e.
Ground states of the perturbed physical Hamiltonian
Hbulk = HPEPS + Hpert are given by contracting the
virtual boundary indices of the ground state PEPS net-
work with ground states of the effective edge Hamilto-
nian, i.e. |Ψbulk0 〉 = AR|ψedge0 ). If the edge Hamiltonian
H˜edge is gapped and does not exhibit spontaneous sym-
metry breaking then its ground state |ψedge0 ) is well ap-
proximated by an injective MPS that is invariant under
V ∂R(g). However it was shown by Chen et al. that this
results in a contradiction, since an injective MPS cannot
be invariant under the action of a single blocked MPO
group representation V (g) with non-trivial third coho-
mology [16].
Consequently, the effective edge Hamiltonian H˜edge ei-
ther exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking, in which
case the MPS is not injective, or must be gapless, in
which case its ground state cannot be well approxi-
mated by a MPS. In the former case, the physical state
AR|ψedge0,i ) obtained by contracting the virtual boundary
indices of the PEPS network with |ψedge0,i ), one of the
symmetry breaking ground states of H˜edge, also exhibits
symmetry breaking and hence does not qualify as a sym-
metric state. The latter case, on the other hand, im-
plies that a local symmetric perturbation to the physical
Hamiltonian is unable to gap out the gapless edge modes,
which is one of the hallmarks of non-trivial SPT order.
Here we have again relied on a form of Conjecture 2,
specifically that a PEPS with exponentially decaying
correlations has a gapped transfer matrix, which im-
plies that the gapless modes on the virtual boundary of
the PEPS network are approximately identified, via the
PEPS map AR, with physical degrees of freedom that
are an order of the correlation length from the bound-
ary. Note this explicit identification of the gapless edge
mode degrees of freedom is a major strength of the PEPS
7framework [47]. Our conjecture is consistent with the in-
tuition that as a SPT PEPS is tuned to criticality the
gap of the transfer matrix shrinks and the edge modes
extend further into the bulk, and is also supported by
the results of Ref.[48] concerning phase transitions be-
tween symmetry-protected and trivial phases.
In this section we have identified a subclass of sym-
metric PEPS with short-range entanglement that are
MPO-injective with respect to a single blocked projec-
tion MPO. This led to a classification of SPT phases
within the framework of Section II in terms of the third
cohomology class of the MPO symmetry representation.
Finally we described the influence of the possibly anoma-
lous MPO symmetry action on the boundary physics of
the PEPS. In the next section we explore an alternative
approach to classifying SPT phases with PEPS via gaug-
ing.
V. GAUGING SPT PEPS
In this section we discuss how gauging a SPT PEPS
yields a long range entangled PEPS whose topological
order is determined by the symmetry MPOs. We then
proceed to show that the gauging procedure preserves the
energy gap of a symmetric Hamiltonian. Our approach
explicitly identifies how the symmetry MPOs that deter-
mine the boundary theory of a SPT model are mapped
to topological MPOs that describe the anyons of a topo-
logical theory [39].
A. Gauging SPT PEPS to topologically ordered
PEPS
We first outline the application of the gauging proce-
dure from Ref.[31] to SPT PEPS and the effect this has
upon the MPO symmetries.
Conditions (3) and (4) ensure that the SPT PEPS de-
scribed in Section IV are invariant under the global action
U(g)⊗|M|v of a symmetry group G, hence the quantum
state gauging procedure of Ref.[31] is applicable. It was
shown in Ref.[31] that the virtual boundary action of
the physical symmetry in an injective PEPS becomes a
purely virtual topological symmetry of the gauged ten-
sors, with a trivial physical action. More precisely, it was
shown that the gauging procedure transforms an injective
PEPS, with virtual bonds in CD and a virtual symme-
try representation that factorizes as V ∂R(g) = v(g)⊗L
(with v(g) : CD → CD), into a G-injective PEPS, with
virtual bonds in CD ⊗ C[G], that is injective on the
support subspace of the projector
∑
g∈G [v(g)⊗R(g)]⊗L.
Here, L := |∂R|e is the number of virtual bonds cross-
ing the boundary of the region R under consideration
and R(g) |h〉 := |hg−1〉 denotes the right regular repre-
sentation of G on the new component C[G] of the virtual
bonds. Let us recast this in the framework of Section II.
The ungauged symmetric injective PEPS map satisfies
ARV ∂R(g) = U(g)⊗|R|vAR (8)
for any region R ⊂ M and g ∈ G. Now let O∂R(g) :=
[v(g)⊗R(g)]⊗L, then the gauged PEPS map AgR for any
region R satisfies
AgRO
∂R(g) = AgR (9)
for all g ∈ G, which implies that the gauged PEPS Ag is in
the same phase as a quantum double model constructed
form G, provided it is sufficiently close to a fixed-point
to ensure there is no symmetry breaking [11, 49].
The result of Ref.[31] can be extended to the general
case outlined in Section IV and Appendix B where the
PEPS map AR in region R has a non-factorizable MPO
representation of the symmetry on the virtual level, given
by V ∂R(g) : (CD)⊗L → (CD)⊗L, and is only injective
on the support subspace of the projection MPO P∂R =
V ∂R(1) which is required to be single blocked. Hence we
have
ARP∂R = AR (10)
ARV ∂R(g) = U(g)⊗|R|vAR (11)
for all g ∈ G; note we have explicitly separated the g = 1
case for emphasis. In the language of Section II we have
Sg = {V ∂R(g)}, ∀g ∈ G.
The gauged PEPS Ag obtained by applying the pro-
cedure of Ref.[31] to A has virtual bonds in CD ⊗ C[G]
and satisfies the axioms of MPO-injectivity [14], but is
now injective on the support subspace of the projec-
tion MPO P g∂R :=
1
|G|
∑
g∈GO
∂R(g), where O∂R(g) :=
V ∂R(g) ⊗ R(g)⊗L, see Appendix F for a detailed proof.
Writing these conditions out, we have
AgRO
∂R(g) = AgR (12)
for all g ∈ G, which implies AgRP g∂R = AgR. Note ev-
ery MPO O∂R(g) is one of the original MPO symmetries
V ∂R(g) tensored with a tensor product representation on
the new component C[G] of the virtual space that was in-
troduced by gauging. The MPO representation of P g∂R
thus has a canonical form with multiple blocks labeled by
g ∈ G that correspond to the single block MPOs O∂R(g).
Hence for the gauged PEPS S1 = {O∂R(g) | g ∈ G}.
Importantly, tensoring with a local action R(g) on the
additional virtual space C[G] does not change the bond
dimension nor the third cohomology class of the MPO
representation.
The topological order of the gauged SPT PEPS is
a twisted Dijkgraaf-Witten model (provided it is suffi-
ciently close to a fixed-point to ensure there is no symme-
try breaking) which is shown explicitly in Section VII B.
We emphasize that up to the trivial operators R(g)⊗L
the same MPOs determine both the gapless edge modes
of the SPT phase and, as argued in [13, 14], the topolog-
ical order of the gauged model. This realizes the gauging
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models with intrinsic topological order, explored at the
level of Hamiltonians by Levin and Gu [32], explicitly on
the level of states. In Appendix I we apply the gauging
procedure of Ref.[31] to families of SPT Hamiltonians
with an arbitrary finite symmetry group, which yields
an unambiguous gauging map to families of topologically
ordered Hamiltonians.
We note that the PEPS gauging procedure can equally
well be applied to gauge any normal subgroup N E G
of the physical symmetry group G. This gives rise to
states with symmetry-enriched topological order, where
the topological component corresponds to a gauge theory
with gauge group N and the global symmetry is given
by the quotient group G/N; we plan to investigate this
direction further in future work [30].
B. Gauging preserves the gap
We now show that the gauging procedure of Ref.[31]
preserves the energy gap of a symmetric Hamiltonian,
which implies by contrapositive that two SPT PEPS are
in different phases when the corresponding gauged PEPS
lie in distinct topological phases.
Let Hm denote a local gapped symmetric ‘matter’
Hamiltonian, which captures the particular case of par-
ent Hamiltonians for SPT PEPS. The Hamiltonian is a
sum of local terms Hm :=
∑
v hv, where each hv acts
on a finite region within a constant distance of vertex
v. Without loss of generality we take the Hamiltonian
to satisfy [hv, U(g)
⊗|M|v ] = 0, ∀g ∈ G and shift the low-
est eigenvalue of Hm to 0. The gap to the first excited
energy level is denoted by ∆m > 0. We now apply the
gauging procedure of Ref.[31] to obtain the gauged mat-
ter Hamiltonian defined by HGm :=
∑
v GΓv [hv], for GΓv
given in Eq.(F4). This Hamiltonian is also local since
each GΓv is locality preserving.
The gauging procedure introduces gauge fields on the
links of the PEPS network and the full Hamiltonian of
the gauged system contains local flux constraint terms
HB :=
∑
p(1 −Bp) acting on these gauge fields by adding
an energy penalty when the flux through a plaquette p is
not the identity group element. Each local term Bp is a
Hermitian projector acting on the edges around plaquette
p which has eigenvalue 1 on any gauge field configuration
(G-connection) that satisfies the flux constraint and 0
otherwise, see Eq.(I3). Furthermore Bp is diagonal in
the group basis on the edges, hence [Bp,Bp′ ] = 0.
The full Hamiltonian may also contain a sum of local
commuting projections onto the gauge invariant subspace
HP :=
∑
v(1 − Pv), see Eq.(F1), this corresponds to a
model with an effective low energy gauge theory rather
than a strict gauge theory. Hence the full Hamiltonian
on the gauge and matter system is given by the following
sum
Hfull = H
G
m + ∆BHB + ∆PHP
where ∆B,∆P ≥ 0. Note a strictly gauge invariant the-
ory is recovered in the limit ∆P → ∞. It is easy to
verify that the components of the full Hamiltonian com-
mute, i.e. [HGm, HB] = [H
G
m, HP ] = [HB, HP ] = 0, and
hence are simultaneously diagonalizable. Furthermore,
HB and HP each have lowest eigenvalue 0 and gap 1.
Assuming ∆P is sufficiently large, the low energy sub-
space of Hfull lies within the ground space of HP and
hence is spanned by states of the form P [ |λ〉Λv ⊗ |φ〉Λe ],
with P =
∏
v∈Λ Pv, for a basis |λ〉 of the matter (ver-
tex) degrees of freedom (we will consider the eigenbasis
of Hm) and a basis |φ〉 of the gauge (edge) degrees of
freedom (we will consider the group element basis).
Similarly, assuming ∆B is sufficiently large, the low
energy subspace of Hfull lies within the ground space
of HB which is spanned by states whose gauge fields
form a flat G-connection on the edge degrees of free-
dom. Since we additionally have [Bp, P ] = 0 the common
ground space of HB and HP is spanned by states of the
form P [ |λ〉Λv ⊗ |φflat〉Λe ], for a basis |φflat〉 of the flat G-
connections on the edge degrees of freedom (note these
are product states).
G-connections form equivalence classes under the lo-
cal gauge operations agv :=
⊗
e∈E+v Re(g)
⊗
e∈E−v Le(g)
(see appendix F for a more detailed definition of agv).
On a 1-homotopy trivial manifold (no noncontractible
loops) there is only 1 such equivalence class given by
all connections of the form |φflat〉 =
∏
i a
gi
vi |1〉Λe , where
|1〉Λe := |1〉
⊗|Λe|.
Proposition 3. For a 1-homotopy trivial manifold, the
states G |λ〉 (for a basis |λ〉) span the common ground
space of both HB and HP , where G is the quantum state
gauging map defined in Eq.(F3).
Since Pv =
∫
dg Uv(g) ⊗ agv one can easily see Pvagv =
PvU
†
v (g) and hence for any state in the intersection of the
ground spaces of HB and HP we have
P [ |ψ〉Λv ⊗ |φflat〉Λe ] = P [ |ψ〉Λv ⊗
∏
i
agivi |1〉Λe ]
= P [ [
∏
i
Uvi(gi)]
† |ψ〉Λv ⊗ |1〉Λe ]
= G[
∏
i
Uvi(gi)]
† |ψ〉Λv (13)
where we have started from our above characterization
of the common ground space.
We now proceed to show that any eigenstate of Hm
is mapped to an eigenstate of HGm by the quantum state
gauging map G. See appendix F for the details about the
operator and state gauging maps G and G as constructed
in [31].
Proposition 4 ([31]). The identity GΓ[O]G = GO holds
for any symmetric operator O.
Suppose O acts on the sites v ∈ Γ ⊂ Λ where Γ is a
subgraph of the full lattice which contains all the edges
9between its vertices, then we have
GΓ[O]G =
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dhv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(hv)O
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (hv)
⊗
e∈Γ
|hv−e h−1v+e 〉 〈hv−e h
−1
v+e
|
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(gv)
⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉
=
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
∏
v∈Γ
dhv
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(gv)
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(g
−1
v hv)
O
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (g
−1
v hv)
∏
e∈Γ
δ(g−1
v
−
e
h
v
−
e
), (g−1
v
+
e
h
v
+
e
)
⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉
= GO (14)
where edge e runs from vertex v+e to v
−
e . The last equality
follows since the δ condition forces (g−1v hv) to be equal for
all v ∈ Γ (assuming Γ is connected) and the operator O is
symmetric under the group action [O,
⊗
v∈Γ Uv(g)] = 0.
This implies that any eigenstate |ψλ〉 of Hm with eigen-
value λ gives rise to an eigenstate G |ψλ〉 of HGm with the
same eigenvalue. Note we have assumed that G |ψλ〉 6= 0,
which is the case when the representation under which
|ψλ〉 transforms contains the trivial representation. This
always holds for a unique ground state (possibly after
redefining the matrices of the group representation by
multiplicative phases U(g) 7→ eiθ(g)U(g) ).
If Hm has a unique ground state |λ0〉 the ground
state of the full Hamiltonian is given by G |λ0〉 (since
HGm ≥ 0 for Hm ≥ 0) and its gap satisfies ∆full ≥
min(∆m,∆B,∆P ).
Hence if two local SPT Hamiltonians are connected
by a gapped, continuous and symmetric path of local
Hamiltonians then the gauged models are also connected
by a gapped and continuous path of local Hamiltonians.
In Appendix G we extend this proof to SPT Hamil-
tonians on topologically nontrivial manifolds where the
gauging procedure leads to a topological degeneracy of
the ground space. Orthogonal topological ground states
are obtained by gauging distinct symmetry twisted SPT
states, which are the subject of the next section.
VI. SYMMETRY TWISTS AND MONODROMY
DEFECTS
In this section we argue that symmetry twists and
monodromy defects have a natural description in the
tensor network formalism in terms of symmetry MPOs
that correspond to anyons in the gauged model. We har-
ness this description to calculate the effect that modular
transformations have upon symmetry twisted and topo-
logical ground states via their effect on a four index cross-
ing tensor. Similarly we calculate the projective transfor-
mation of a monodromy defect by composing two cross-
ing tensors. Our approach explicitly identifies how the
symmetry MPOs that describe defects of a SPT model
become topological MPOs that describe the anyons of a
topological model [39].
A. Symmetry twists in SPT PEPS
We first describe the construction of a symmetry
twisted SPT PEPS in terms of the original SPT PEPS,
symmetry MPOs and a crossing tensor. We then calcu-
late the transformation of this state under the residual
symmetry group.
For a flat gauge field configuration there is a well de-
fined procedure for applying a corresponding symmetry
twist to a local symmetric Hamiltonian, given by con-
jugating each local term by a certain product of on-site
symmetries (see Appendix G). On a trivial topology such
a symmetry twist can be applied directly to a symmetric
state by acting with a certain product of on-site sym-
metries. For example a symmetry twist on an infinite
plane, specified by a pair of commuting group elements
(x, y) ∈ G×G and oriented horizontal and vertical paths
px, py in the dual lattice, acts on a state |ψ〉 in the fol-
lowing way
|ψ〉(x,y) :=
⊗
v∈U
Uv(x)
⊗
v∈R
Uv(y) |ψ〉
where R is the half plane to the right of py, U the half
plane above px, see Fig.5. Note x and y must commute
for the relevant gauge field configuration to be flat. One
can also understand why they must commute by first
applying the x-twist which reduces the symmetry group
to C(x) (the centralizer of x) and hence it only makes
sense to implement a second twist for y ∈ C(x). With this
definition applying a symmetry twist to an eigenstate of
a symmetric Hamiltonian (on a trivial topology) yields
an eigenstate of the symmetry twisted Hamiltonian with
the same eigenvalue.
a)
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�
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FIG. 5. a) A symmetry twist (x, y) on an infinite plane. b)
Physical action of the aforementioned symmetry twist.
The framework of SPT PEPS provides a natural pre-
scription for the application of a symmetry twist directly
to a PEPS on any topology, given by acting with sym-
metry MPOs on the virtual level of the PEPS. In the
above example, assuming |ψ〉 is a SPT PEPS with lo-
cal tensor A and symmetry MPOs V (g), Eq.(3) implies
that the symmetry twisted state |ψ〉(x,y) is given by act-
ing on the virtual level of the PEPS |ψ〉 with the MPOs
V px(x), V py (y) (with inner indices contracted with the
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four index crossing tensor Qx,y (15) where px, py inter-
sect) see Fig.6.
�
�
�
FIG. 6. (x, y) symmetry twisted PEPS, for infinite or periodic
boundary conditions.
The crossing tensor Qx,y is defined in terms of the local
reduction tensor of the MPO representation X(x, y) (see
Eqs.(C1,E1))
Qx,y : = X(x, y)X
+(y, x) (15)
= W xR(y)� ��� � : = �(�,�)
+�(�, �)
where X+(y, x) is the pseudoinverse of X(y, x). Eq.(3)
and the zipper condition (D10) for X(x, y) imply that
the Qx,y tensor contracted with MPOs V
px(x), V py (y)
can be moved through the PEPS on the virtual level by
applying appropriate on-site symmetries to the physical
level.
This prescription extends straightforwardly to an arbi-
trary topology (see Appendix G) as we now demonstrate
with the example of a symmetry twist on a torus for a
pair of commuting group elements (x, y) along distinct
noncontractible cycles px, py. The symmetry twisted
SPT PEPS |ψ〉(x,y) is again given by applying the MPOs
V px(x), V py (y) (with inner indices contracted with the
crossing tensor Qx,y) to the virtual level of the untwisted
PEPS |ψ〉. Importantly this prescription fulfills the con-
dition that applying a symmetry twist to a PEPS ground-
state of a symmetric frustration free Hamiltonian yields a
groundstate of the symmetry twisted Hamiltonian due to
Eq.(3). We note that similar tensor network techniques
allow a construction of symmetry twists for time reversal
symmetry [50].
A symmetry twisted state with conjugated group el-
ements (xg, yg) is related, up to a phase, to the sym-
metry twisted state with group elements (x, y) via
a global symmetry action as follows θx,yg |ψ〉(x
g,yg)
=
U(g)⊗|M|v |ψ〉(x,y). Similarly a symmetry twisted state
for a local deformation of the paths (px, py) 7→ (p˜x, p˜y)
is related to the symmetry twisted state for (px, py) by a
product of on-site symmetries corresponding to the defor-
mation via Eq.(3). Hence the number of distinct classes
of symmetry twisted states on a torus, under local opera-
tions, is given by the number of conjugacy classes of com-
muting pairs of group elements, which equals the num-
ber of irreducible representation of the quantum double
D(G) [11].
It is apparent that a symmetry twisted state |ψ〉(x,y)
forms a 1D representation under the physical action of
the residual symmetry group C(x, y), where C(S) de-
notes the centralizer of a subset S ⊆ G. Assuming
that the untwisted ground state |ψ〉 is symmetric un-
der G (which can always be achieved after rephasing
the physical representation) the symmetry twisted states
may still form nontrivial 1D representations of their re-
spective residual symmetry groups, this fact becomes im-
portant when counting the ground space dimension of
the gauged model. Calculating these 1D representations
explicitly within the PEPS framework yields the result
θx,yg = α
(x,y)(g) the second slant product of the 3-cocycle
α that arose from the MPO group representation (see Ap-
pendix E, Eq.E18). Hence an (x, y) symmetry twisted
state is symmetric under C(x, y) iff α(x,y) ≡ 1, in which
case y is called α(x)-regular. If this property is satisfied
by a given y ∈ C(x) it is also holds for all conjugates
of y. Furthermore the number of α(x)-regular conjugacy
classes is known to be equal to the number of irreducible
projective representations with 2-cocycle α(x) [35].
B. Gauging the symmetry twisted SPT PEPS
We now outline how the application of an appropriate
gauging procedure to a symmetry twisted SPT PEPS
yields a topological ground state.
There is a twisted version of the gauging proce-
dure of Ref.[31] for each flat gauge field configuration
which maps a symmetric Hamiltonian with the cor-
responding symmetry twist to a gauged Hamiltonian,
the same one as obtained by applying the untwisted
gauging procedure to the untwisted symmetric Hamil-
tonian (see Appendix G for more detail). For a fixed
representative (x, y) the twisted gauging operator Gx,y
is given by contracting the tensor product operators
R(x)⊗|px|, R(y)⊗|py| with the virtual level of the original
gauging operator G. The twisted versions of the state
gauging map are orthogonal for distinct symmetry twists
in general and furthermore the fixed representatives sat-
isfy G†x′,y′Gx,y = δ[x′,y′],[x,y]
∫
dg U(g)⊗|M|vδg∈C(x,y) (see
Appendix G.3 for a proof of this). Hence each conju-
gacy class of symmetry twisted states that are symmet-
ric under the residual symmetry group is mapped to an
orthogonal ground state, while those that form a nontriv-
ial 1D representation are mapped to 0. Consequently the
dimension of the ground space for the gauged model is
given by the number of irreducible representations of the
twisted quantum double Dα(G) which can not be larger
than the ground space dimension of a gauged trivial SPT
model with the same symmetry group.
Given a SPT PEPS ground state |ψ〉, the orthogonal
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ground states of the gauged model can be constructed
by applying the gauging tensor network operator and
acting with the SPT symmetry MPO and a product of
on-site symmetry actions [V (g)⊗R(g)⊗L] along noncon-
tractible cycles on the virtual level of the gauged ten-
sor network G |ψ〉. For a fixed representative (x, y) of
a symmetric class of symmetry twists the corresponding
gauged ground state is given by contracting the MPOs
[V px(x)⊗R(x)⊗|px|], [V py (y)⊗R(y)⊗|py|] (with the cross-
ing tensor Qx,y at the intersection point px∩ py [14]) with
the virtual level of the gauged PEPS G |ψ〉.
C. Modular transformations
We calculate the effect of modular transformation on
symmetry twisted and topological ground states via their
effect on a set of four index crossing tensors.
Symmetry twisted ground states have been used to
identify non trivial SPT order via the matrix elements of
modular transformations taken with respect to them [51,
52]. We have calculated the SPT S˜ & T˜ matrices, corre-
sponding to a pi2 rotation and a Dehn twist respectively,
using our framework to find (see Eq.(E21))
〈x′, y′| S˜ |x, y〉 = α(y)(x−1, x)−1 〈x′, y′|y, x−1〉 (16)
〈x′, y′| T˜ |x, y〉 = α(x, y, x) 〈x′, y′|x, xy〉 (17)
where we have used the abbreviation |x, y〉 := |ψ〉(x,y),
α(y) is the slant product of α (see Appendix E, Eq.E6)
and note y ∈ C(x). The gauging procedure elucidates the
precise correspondence between these matrix elements
and the S & T -matrix of the gauged theory [14, 53, 54]
which we have also calculated within the ground space
(again see Eq.(E21))
S =
∑
xy=yx
α(y)(x−1, x)−1 |[y, x−1]〉 〈[x, y]| (18)
T =
∑
xy=yx
α(x, y, x) |[x, xy]〉 〈[x, y]| (19)
where |[x, y]〉 := Gx,y |ψ〉(x,y) denotes a ground state of
the gauged model. Note in our framework we consider
a fixed but arbitrary choice of representative for each
conjugacy class, rather than group averaging over them.
We have explicitly verified that S & T generate a lin-
ear representation of the modular group in agreement
with known results for lattice gauge theories (See Sub-
section E 4).
D. Projective symmetry transformation of
monodromy defects
Here we describe an explicit construction of the projec-
tive representation that acts upon a monodromy defect.
We calculate the 2-cocycle of this projective representa-
tion by considering the composition of pairs of crossing
tensors.
Monodromy defects can be understood as symmetry
twists along paths with open end points and have proven
useful for the identification of SPT phases [55, 56]. The
prescription for applying symmetry twists to SPT PEPS
extends naturally to a construction of a pair of mon-
odromy defects at the ends of a path pg, for g ∈ G. This
is given by applying a symmetry MPO V pg (g) to the vir-
tual level of the PEPS with an open inner index at either
end of the path, which may be contracted with defect ten-
sors replacing the PEPS tensors at each of the defects, see
Fig.7. A defect tensor must lie in the support subspace
of the projector Vg(1) acting on its virtual indices, see
Eq.(20). This may leave some freedom in choosing the
tensor which correspond to internal degrees of freedom of
the defect, see Ref.[39] for further details. Applying the
twisted gauging procedure for the corresponding gauge
field configuration (which is flat except near the defect
points) explicitly maps the symmetry twisted PEPS to
a PEPS that describes a pair of anyon excitations in the
gauged theory, see Appendix H and Refs.[11, 39].
We now study a pair of monodromy defects on a twice
punctured sphere topology, with a defect in each punc-
ture, see Fig.7. This captures the case of a symmetry
twist g applied to a path pg along a cylinder, from one
boundary to the other, and also the case of a pair of
monodromy defects on a sphere, where each puncture is
formed by removing a PEPS tensor and replacing it with
a tensor that describes the defect.
a) � b) �
FIG. 7. a) A symmetry twist along a cylinder PEPS. b) A
pair of monodromy defects in a PEPS.
Treating a symmetry twisted SPT PEPS on a cylinder
(of fixed radius) as a one dimensional system, it is clear
that the bulk is invariant under the residual symmetry
group C(g) since the symmetry twisted SPT PEPS on a
torus formed by closing the cylinder (such that pg be-
comes a noncontractible cycle) is symmetric. In this case
the PEPS can be interpreted as a MPS and standard
results in this setting imply that the global symmetry
U(h)⊗|M|v is intertwined by the PEPS to a tensor prod-
uct of projective symmetry representations on the left
and right virtual boundaries VgL(h)⊗ VgR(h).
The projective boundary action VgR(h) of the symme-
try can be explicitly constructed within the SPT PEPS
framework. We find that it is given by a symmetry MPO
acting on the PEPS virtual bonds entering the punc-
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ture, with its inner indices at the intersection of pg and
the boundary of the puncture contracted with the tensor
Y gR(h) (see Eq.(E3)) that acts on the inner index of the
symmetry twist MPO V pg (g) entering the puncture.
VgR(h) = (20)
The multiplication of physical symmetries induces a
composition rule for the Y gR(·) tensors, see Appendix H
for details. Explicit calculation of these products yields
the 2-cocycle factor set ωg of the projective boundary
representation VgR(k)VgR(h) = ωg(k, h)VgR(kh) in terms
of the 3-cocycle α of the MPO symmetry representation
ωg(k, h) ∼ α(g,k,h)α(k,h,g)α(k,g,h) . This is consistent with the re-
sults of Ref.[56]. Note that altering α by a 3-coboundary
induces a 2-coboundary change to the 2-cocycle ωg, which
hence forms a robust label of the SPT phase. The pro-
jective symmetry action is closely related to the braiding
of anyons in the gauged theory.
VII. EXAMPLE: FIXED-POINT SPT STATES
Inspired by the illuminating examples in Refs.[1]
and [16] we now present a family of SPT PEPS with sym-
metry group G and 3-cocycle α satisfying Eqs.(3) and (4),
and explicitly demonstrate that gauging these states [31]
yields MPO-injective PEPS that are the ground states of
twisted quantum double Hamiltonians [34, 35].
A. Fixed-point SPT PEPS
We describe our construction of fixed-point SPT PEPS
and calculate the MPOs induced by the symmetry action
on a site. We explicitly give the fusion tensors for these
MPOs and verify that they satisfy the zipper condition
before determining the 3-cocycle of the MPO represen-
tation.
Our short-range entangled PEPS are defined on any
trivalent lattice embedded in an oriented 2-manifold
(dual to a triangular graph). They realize states equiv-
alent to a standard SPT fixed-point construction on the
triangular graph [1, 57]. To this end we specify an or-
dering on the vertices of the triangular graph which in-
duces an orientation of each edge, pointing from larger
to smaller vertex. With this information we assign the
following PEPS tensor A4 : C(G)⊗6 → C(G)⊗3 to each
vertex of the trivalent lattice
A4 :=
∫ ∏
v∈4
dgv α˜4
⊗
v∈4
|gv〉4,v⊗
e∈4
(gv−e |4,e,v−e (gv+e |4,e,v+e (21)
where edge e is oriented from v+e to v
−
e (hence v
−
e < v
+
e )
in the triangular graph. The phase α˜4 is defined on a
vertex of the trivalent PEPS lattice dual to plaquette
4 of the triangular lattice, whose vertices appear in the
order v, v′, v′′ following the orientation of the 2-manifold
(note the choice of starting vertex is irrelevant), by a 3-
cocycle α as follows α˜4 := ασpi (g1g−12 , g2g
−1
3 , g3). Where
(g1, g2, g3) := pi(gv, gv′ , gv′′) with pi the permutation that
sorts the group elements into ascending vertex order and
σpi = ±1 is the parity of the permutation (equivalently
the orientation of 4 relative to the 2-manifold). In the
following example the tensor A4, possessing six virtual
and three physical indices, has non zero entries given by
g1
g1
g2
g2
g3
g3 = α(g1g
−1
2 , g2g
−1
3 , g3) . (22)
Note the tensor diagrams in this section use the conven-
tion that physical vertex indices are written within the
body of the tensor. Moreover we only depict the virtual
and physical index combinations that give rise to non-
zero values of the tensor.
The global symmetry of the PEPS on a closed manifold
is ensured by the following transformation property of
each local tensor
R(h)⊗3A4 = A4
⊗
e∈4
[Z
σ4,e
e (h)R(h)
⊗2] , (23)
where Ze(h) :=
∫
dgv−e dgv+e α(gv−e g
−1
v+e
, gv+e , h)|gv−e , gv+e )
(gv−e , gv+e |, and σ4,e = ±1 is +1 if e is directed along the
clockwise orientation of ∂4, and −1 otherwise. With this
definition one can check that Eq.(23) is equivalent to the
cocycle condition (C4). Note the boundary actions on the
shared edge of two neighboring tensors A4, A4′ , induced
by group multiplication on the physical sites 4,4′, can-
cel out since σ4,e = −σ4′,e from which it follows that
the full PEPS (on a closed manifold) is invariant under
the group action applied to all physical indices. In our
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example the symmetry property is1
g1h
g2h g3h
R(h)
R(h) R(h)
g1g3
g2 =
g1
g1h
g2h
g2
g3h
g3
R(h)
R(h)
g3h
g2h
g1h
R(h)
R(h)
R(h)R(h)
Z(h)
†
†
†
(24)
Where the left side of the equality depicts the physical
symmetry acting on a single tensor, and the right side
depicts the virtual representation of the symmetry.
Note that a tensor product of the virtual symmetry
matrices [Z
σ4,e
e (h)R(h)⊗2] in general do not constitute a
representation of G. A representation of G on the virtual
level, V (g), is obtained by projecting these matrices onto
the subspace on which the PEPS tensor is injective. By
doing so we construct MPOs that cannot be factorized
as a tensor product. For the current fixed-point example
we project [Z
σ4,e
e (h)R(h)⊗2] onto the subspace of vir-
tual boundary indices corresponding to non-zero values
of A4, Eq.(21). This yields a MPO V (h) constructed
from the following tensors
h
g2g1
g2hg1h
= α(g1g
−1
2 , g2, h) (25)
note that for fixed h these MPOs possess a single block.
We introduce the isometry X(h1, h2)
h2
h1
h1h2gh1
g
gh1h2
= α(g, h1, h2) , (26)
to describe the multiplication of two MPO tensors. With
this isometry we have the following relation
h1
h2
g1 g2
g1h1 g2h1
g1h1h2 g2h1h2
= h1h2
g2h1h2g1h1h2
g1 g2
(27)
1 Note the following subtlety, our tensor diagrams depict the co-
efficients of the map A4 and hence the group action R(h) on
the physical kets is equivalent to R(h−1) on the coefficients, i.e.
R(h)
∫
dgf(g) |g〉 = ∫ dgf(gh) |g〉.
where the left most tensor of Eq.(27) is X†(h1, h2) and
we have made use of the 3-cocycle condition (C4). This
implies that the MPOs V (h) with fixed inner indices in-
deed form a representation of G. Note the stronger zipper
condition
h1
h2
g2h1h2g1h1h2
g1 g2
=
g1 g2
h1
g1h1 g2h1
h2
g1h1h2 g2h1h2
(28)
also holds for this MPO representation.
From Eq.(23) it is clear that the PEPS tensors A4,
Eq.(21), together with the MPOs V (h), defined by
Eq.(25), have SPT order described by the framework of
Section IV. We now calculate the third cohomology class
of the MPOs to determine which SPT phase the model
belongs to. For this we see that X obeys the following
associativity condition
X(h1h2, h3)[X(h1, h2)⊗ 1h3 ] =
α−1(h1, h2, h3)X(h1, h2h3)[1h1 ⊗X(h2, h3)] , (29)
which is again the 3-cocycle condition Eq.(C4). From
Eq.(29) we thus conclude that the short-range entan-
gled states described by the tensors of Eq.(21) lie in a
symmetry-protected topological phase labeled by the co-
homology class [α−1] ∈ H3(G,U(1)), see Appendix A.
One may be surprised to notice that one layer of
strictly local unitaries (equivalent to the local unitary cir-
cuit Dα (I10)) acting on the vertices of the PEPS built
from the tensors in Eq.(21) can remove the 3-cocycles,
thus mapping it to a trivial product state. Superficially
this seems to contradict the fact that SPT states cannot
be connected to the trivial product state by low-depth
local unitary circuits that preserve the symmetry. How-
ever, this is not the case as this definition requires ev-
ery individual gate of the circuit to preserve the symme-
try [58], which is not true for the circuit just described.
B. Gauging the fixed-point SPT PEPS
We now apply the quantum state gauging procedure of
Ref.[31] to gauge the global symmetry of the fixed-point
SPT PEPS defined in the previous subsection. For this
we construct a gauging tensor network operator (match-
ing that of Ref.[31] on the dual triangular graph) that
couples gauge degrees of freedom to a given matter state.
We proceed by applying a local unitary circuit to disen-
tangle the gauge constraints and explicitly demonstrate
that the resulting tensor describes the ground state of a
twisted Dijkgraaf-Witten gauge theory.
The gauging map is defined by the following local ten-
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sors G4 : C(G)⊗6 ⊗ C(G)⊗3 → C(G)⊗6
G4 :=
∫ ∏
v∈4
dhv
⊗
v∈4
R4,v(hv)
⊗
e∈4
[ |hv−e h−1v+e 〉4,e
⊗ (hv+e |4,e,v+e (hv−e |4,e,v−e ], (30)
note G4 introduces gauge degrees of freedom on the
edges. For our example the gauging tensor is
h1
h2 h3
R(h2) R(h3)
R(h1)
h2h3
h1h3h1h2 -1
-1
-1
(31)
We can apply the gauging tensors locally to the SPT
PEPS to form tensors for a gauge and matter PEPS
A¯4 :=
∫ ∏
v∈4
dhvdgv α˜4
⊗
v∈4
|gvh−1v 〉4,v⊗
e∈4
|hv−e h−1v+e 〉4,e (gv+e , hv+e |4,e,v+e (gv−e , hv−e |4,e,v−e (32)
in our example these are
h1
g2 g3
h2h3
h1h3h1h2 -1
-1
-1
g1h1
g2h2 g3h3-1 -1
-1
g1
h2
h3
h3
h2
g1
g2 g3
h1
= α(g1g
−1
2 , g2g
−1
3 , g3) .
(33)
The gauged PEPS |ψg〉, built from the tensors A¯4, satis-
fies local gauge constraints P˜v |ψg〉 = |ψg〉 for every vertex
v, where
P˜v :=
∫
dgv
⊗
43v
[R4,v(h)
⊗
e∈E+v
R4,e(gv)
⊗
e∈E−v
L4,e(gv)]
The gauge and matter tensor A¯4 is MPO-injective with
respect to a purely virtual symmetry inherited from the
symmetry transformation of the SPT tensor A4 and it
also intertwines a physical symmetry to a virtual sym-
metry due to the transformation of the gauging tensors
A¯4
⊗
e∈4
[Z
σ4,e
e (h)R(h)
⊗2]⊗R(h)⊗2 = A¯4 (34)⊗
v∈4
R4,v(h)
⊗
e∈4
R4,e(h)L4,e(h)A¯4
= A¯4
⊗
e∈4
1⊗2 ⊗ L(h)⊗2 (35)
the latter symmetry reflects the invariance of the full
PEPS under the gauge constraints P˜v.
We next apply a local unitary circuit C˜Λ to explic-
itly map the gauge and matter model to a twisted quan-
tum double ground state on the gauge degrees of freedom
alone. This circuit is given by the tensor product of the
following local unitary on each site
C˜4 :=
∫ ∏
v∈4
dgv
⊗
v∈4
|gv〉 〈gv|v
⊗
e∈4
Le(gv−e )Re(gv+e ) ,
which maps the gauge constraints to local rank one pro-
jectors on the matter degrees of freedom at each vertex
C˜ΛP˜vC˜Λ =
∫
dgv
⊗
43v R4,v(h), fixing the state of the
matter to be
∫
dgv
⊗
43v |gv〉4,v. From this we infer
that the circuit C˜Λ disentangles the gauge from the mat-
ter degrees of freedom. To see this explicitly we apply the
circuit locally to each PEPS tensor, along with a unitary
change of basis on the virtual level (leaving the physical
state invariant) to form the tensor A¯4 which is defined
as follows
A¯4 := C˜4A¯4
⊗
e∈4
U4,e,v+e ⊗ U4,e,v−e
=
∫ ∏
v∈4
dkvdgv α˜4
⊗
v∈4
|kv〉4,v
⊗
e∈4
[ |gv−e g−1v+e 〉4,e
⊗ (gv+e , kv+e |4,e,v+e (gv−e , kv−e |4,e,v−e ] (36)
where U :=
∫
dg |g〉 〈g| ⊗ SL†(g), with S |g〉 := |g−1〉,
satisfies (g, h|U = (g, gh−1|. For our example this tensor
is given by
k1
g2 g3
g2g3
g1g3g1g2 -1
-1
-1
k1
k2 k3
g1
k2
k3
k3
k2
g1
g2 g3
k1
= α(g1g
−1
2 , g2g
−1
3 , g3) (37)
This disentangled PEPS tensor A¯4 is now MPO-injective
on the support subspace of the projection MPO given
by a normalized sum of the symmetry MPOs from the
SPT PEPS. Moreover the intertwining condition maps
the physical vertex symmetry to a trivial action on the
virtual space
A¯4
⊗
e∈4
[Z
σ4,e
e (h)R(h)
⊗2]⊗ 1⊗2 = A¯4 (38)⊗
v∈4
R4,v(h)A¯4 = A¯4
⊗
e∈4
1⊗2 ⊗R(h)⊗2 . (39)
From this we see that A¯4 separates into a trivial local
component on the matter degrees of freedom yielding the
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state
⊗
v
∫
dgv
⊗
43v |gv〉4,v, and the following tensors
on the gauge degrees of freedom∫ ∏
v∈4
dgvα˜4
⊗
e∈4
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉 (gv+e |4,e,v+e (gv−e |4,e,v−e . (40)
These tensors define a PEPS on the gauge degrees of
freedom that is a ground state of a 2D twisted quan-
tum double with 3-cocycle α. Note this PEPS matches
the standard representation of the ground state on the
subspace obtained by mapping
⊗
43v |g〉4,v 7→ |g〉v and⊗
43e |g〉4,e 7→ |g〉e. For our example this tensor is
g1
g2 g3g2g3
g1g3g1g2 -1
-1
-1
= α(g1g
−1
2 , g2g
−1
3 , g3) (41)
note in the Abelian case the tensors in Eq.(41) reduce
to the string-net tensors [59, 60] after a suitable map-
ping between 3-cocycles and F -symbols [61] (in the non-
Abelian case one has to change to the basis of irreducible
representations to make the identification).
C. Perturbations away from fixed-points
The examples presented thus far in this section are all
fixed-point states under a real space blocking renormal-
ization group flow and have zero correlation length. This
corresponds to the PEPS tensor that builds the state
being of MPO-isometric type [14]. More generally one
could add an arbitrary perturbation that lies within the
MPO-injectivity subspace (this can be constructed by ap-
plying the MPO projector to an arbitrary perturbation)
to the MPO-isometric PEPS tensor to find a new MPO-
injective PEPS that will generically have a finite corre-
lation length. For a sufficiently small symmetric pertur-
bation the resulting MPO-injective PEPS will lie in the
same phase of matter as the fixed-point MPO-isometric
PEPS [13, 62].
The simplest explicit perturbations away from fixed-
point tensors are given by local filtering operations on the
physical indices. For a given MPO-injective PEPS tensor
A local filtering by a projector P generates a family of
MPO-injective deformations {P (λ)A | λ ∈ [0, 1)} where
P (λ) := (1− λ)1 + λP . For topological PEPS P can be
an arbitrary projector on the physical index, while for
SPT PEPS it must commute with the on-site symmetry
action. This path of deformations can move from one
phase of matter to another, for instance if we let P =
|0〉 〈0| the deformation can induce an anyon condensation
transition if A describes a topologically ordered ground
state [31, 63, 64]. In the SPT case with on-site group
action R(g) one can consider P = |e˜〉 〈e˜|, the projector
onto the trivial representation, where |e˜〉 = 1|G|
∑
g∈G
|g〉 to
find a symmetric interpolation to the trivial phase. A
framework to understand these transitions in terms of
symmetry breaking of the virtual symmetry is described
in Refs. [63, 64].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a unified picture for the charac-
terization of all gapped phases, possibly with respect
to certain physical symmetries, within the framework of
PEPS in terms of virtual MPO symmetries. To achieve
this we developed a characterization of global symme-
try in the framework of MPO-injective PEPS [13, 14].
In contrast to the injective case [41], where the symme-
try representation on the virtual indices factorizes into a
tensor product, a MPO-injective PEPS tensors can have
a virtual symmetry representation given by unfactoriz-
able MPOs. We subsequently identified the short-range
entangled PEPS to be those having a single block in
the projection MPO onto the injectivity subspace. If
the accompanying single block MPO virtual symmetry
representation has a non-trivial third cohomology class
it gives rise to unconventional edge properties and thus
to symmetry-protected topological PEPS. Our identifica-
tion of the virtual entanglement structure of PEPS with
SPT order opens new routes to study transitions between
SPT phases by utilizing methods that have been devel-
oped to study anyon condensation transitions of topolog-
ical phases [12, 63].
We demonstrated that applying the quantum state
gauging procedure [31] to a SPT PEPS transforms its
MPO representation of G into a purely virtual symmetry
of the gauged tensors. This implies that the resulting
gauge-invariant PEPS also satisfies the axioms of MPO-
injectivity, but with a projection MPO onto the injectiv-
ity subspace with a block structure labeled by the group
elements g ∈ G. This block structure of the projection
MPO, together with the third cohomology class label,
characterizes the phases of the twisted quantum double
models which are known to have intrinsic topological or-
der. It was shown in Ref.[14] that the projection MPO
determines all the topological properties of the gauged
PEPS. This relation explains the mechanism behind the
braiding statistics approach to SPT phases [32] at the
level of the corresponding quantum states. It further-
more reveals that both the gauging and boundary theory
approaches to classifying SPT phases are recast in the
PEPS framework as the classification of a common set of
MPOs. We have illustrated these concepts for a family of
RG fixed-point states, containing a representative for all
two-dimensional bosonic SPT phases with a finite on-site
symmetry group.
To prove these results we developed new tools to deal
with orientation dependent MPO tensors and used them
to calculate the symmetry action on monodromy defected
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and symmetry twisted states and also modular transfor-
mations, before and after gauging, in terms of a single
tensor.
The general formalism presented in this paper de-
scribes both local physical symmetries and topological
order of PEPS with virtual MPO symmetries. Further-
more, it captures the general action of a symmetry on a
PEPS with topological order and hence yields a natural
framework for the study of symmetry-enriched topologi-
cal phases (SET). The quantum state gauging procedure
can be adapted to gauge only a normal subgroup of the
global symmetry group of a SPT PEPS, which allows
one to explicitly construct families of SET PEPS. An
open question is how the corresponding MPOs encode
the discrete, universal labels of the SET phase and how
to extract them. We further expect that a better under-
standing of excitations in MPO-injective PEPS [39] will
yield insights into the physical properties of SET phases
such as symmetry fractionalization. We plan to study
these matters in future work [30].
In this work we only explicitly consider finite on-site
unitary symmetry actions. It is an interesting and rele-
vant question to generalize this to time-reversal and con-
tinuous Lie group symmetries as well as lattice trans-
lation and point group symmetries. Progress has been
made on incorporating these types of symmetries into
PEPS in Ref. [37]. In particular since time-reversal can
be realized as a local action on the PEPS tensors [50]
a similar approach to that used here should apply, with
some extra care necessary due to the possible action of
time reversal on the symmetry MPOs.
Another question which presents itself is how to gen-
eralize the constructions presented in this paper to
fermionic systems. Partial progress has been made in
the direction of applying the same principles to the for-
malism of fermionic PEPS [65]. This has led to a (par-
tial) classification of fermionic SPT phases [66, 67] based
on supercohomology [68] and the existence of Majorana-
type defects [69]. The quantum state gauging procedure
works equally well for fermionic systems, but the gauge
degrees of freedom are always bosonic. It would thus be
interesting to see how fermionic SPT order can be probed
in this way.
Our identification of SPT PEPS in 2D as being
injective with respect to an injective MPO hints at
a hierarchical definition of SPT PEPS in arbitrary
dimension with an injective tensor network object
associated to each codimension. This appears to recover
the cohomological classification of bosonic SPT states in
arbitrary dimensions by a generalization of the argument
from [16]. We plan to explore this further in future work.
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Appendix A: Axioms for MPO-injectivity
This section reviews the axioms of MPO-injectivity as
presented in Ref.[14].
We interpret the tensors A of a MPO-injective PEPS
as linear maps from the virtual to the physical space and
apply a distinguished generalized inverse A+, which gives
rise to a projector that can be written as a MPO:
�
�+
= (A1)
We further require this MPO to satisfy the pulling
through property shown in Eq.(A2).
= (A2)
The same property should also hold where the MPO
gets pulled from three virtual indices to one or vice
versa. This makes the presence of this MPO locally un-
detectable in the PEPS. Using the pulling through prop-
erty, it is easy to check that the requirement for the MPO
to be a projector is equivalent to the property shown in
Eq.(A3)
= (A3)
We also need a technical requirement such that the prop-
erties of the PEPS grow in a controlled way with the
number of sites. For example, we want two concatenated
tensors to be injective on the support subspace of the
projection MPO surrounding these two tensors. For this
we need that there exists a tensor E, depicted in (A4),
E := (A4)
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such that we have the extended inverse property (A5).
= (A5)
The extended inverse property allows one to prove many
useful things such as the intersection property or an
explicit expression for the ground state manifold on a
torus [14]. It turns out that under very reasonable as-
sumptions about the projection MPO the extended in-
verse condition is automatically satisfied [39].
Appendix B: Uniqueness of SPT PEPS ground state
In this appendix we demonstrate that the parent
Hamiltonian of a MPO-injective PEPS with a single
block projection MPO has a unique ground state on the
torus (i.e. no topological degeneracy). A similar argu-
ment holds for higher genus surfaces.
For a Hermitian projection MPO there is no need to keep
track of a direction on the internal leg of the MPO, we
also ignore the explicit directions on the edges of the
PEPS as they are irrelevant to our arguments. We re-
quire the following condition (stronger than Eq.(C1))
We assume the projection MPO has been brought into
a form satisfying the zipper condition, i.e. there are no off
diagonal blocks in the product of two MPO tensors after
it has been brought into canonical form, equivalently
= (B1)
where X is the reduction tensor for multiplication of
copies of the MPO which forms a single block representa-
tion of the trivial group. This is true of the MPOs arising
from fixed-point models. For this representation we have
the following version of Eq.(C2)
= α . (B2)
We now rewrite this equality in a more suggestive fashion
= α . (B3)
In the above, and throughout the remainder of this ap-
pendix, we ignore explicit direction dependence as it does
not affect the arguments made.
In the framework of MPO-injectivity different ground
states of the PEPS parent Hamiltonian on the torus are
spanned by tensor networks closed with different Q ten-
sor solutions (see Ref.[14]) connected to MPOs on the
virtual level along the inequivalent noncontractible loops
of the torus
Q . (B4)
From the physical level one only has access to the Q
tensor projected onto the support subspace of a MPO
loop along the closure of the system.
Q (B5)
Note this closure gives rise to the same ground state as
the closed loop is a symmetry of the closed MPO-injective
tensor network. Using condition (B1) repeatedly (within
the closed tensor network) leads to the following crossing
tensor
Q (B6)
which again gives rise to the same ground state. Fol-
lowing several more applications of Eqs.(B1) & (B3) we
arrive at
Q (B7)
Note the overall phase of the ground state is irrelevant.
Since the Q tensor can be placed anywhere in the tensor
network we have that the following matrix
MQ := Q (B8)
commutes through the virtual level of the single block
(injective) projection MPO and hence must be propor-
tional to the identity MQ = 1. Plugging this in we have
the crossing tensor
(B9)
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which, by Eq.(B1), yields the same state as the following
(B10)
and with several applications of Eqs.(B1) & (B3) one can
verify that this is equivalent to
(B11)
which is easily seen to be a symmetry of a closed MPO-
injective tensor network which hence yields the trivial
ground state. To summarize we have seen that any Q
tensor solution gives rise to the unique ground state ob-
tained by closing the tensor network without any MPOs
on the virtual level.
Appendix C: Third cohomology class of a single
block MPO group representation
In this appendix we recount the definition of the third
cohomology class of an injective MPO representation of a
finite group G, as first introduced in Ref.[16]. For details
about group cohomology theory in the context of SPT
order we refer the reader to Ref.[1].
In a MPO representation of G, multiplying a pair of
MPOs labeled by the group elements g0 and g1 is equal
to the MPO labeled by g0g1 for every length. Since
the MPOs are injective we again know there exists a
gauge transformation on the virtual indices of the MPO
that brings both representations into the same canonical
form [38]. This implies that there exists an operator (the
reduction tensor) X(g0, g1) : (Cχ)⊗2 → Cχ such that
Eq.(C1) holds.
�0�1 �(�0,�1)+�(�0,�1) = �0�1 (C1)
note X(g0, g1) is only defined up to multiplication by a
complex phase β(g0, g1). If we now multiply three MPOs
labeled by g0, g1 and g2 there are two ways to reduce the
multiplied MPOs to the MPO labeled by g0g1g2. When
only acting on the right virtual indices these two reduc-
tions are equivalent up to a nonzero complex number
labeled by g0, g1 and g2. This is shown in Eq.(C2).�(�0,�1)�(�0�1,�2)�0�1
�2 = α(g0, g1, g2) �(�1,�2)�(�0,�1�2)
�0
�1
�2 (C2)
By multiplying four MPOs one sees that α has to satisfy
certain consistency conditions as the two different paths
achieving the same reduction, shown in Eq.(C3), should
give rise to the same complex number.�0
�1
�2
�3
→
�0
�1
�2
�3
→
�0
�1
�2
�3
↓ ↓
�3
�0
�1
�2 →
�0
�1
�2
�3
(C3)
Using Eq.(C2) one can easily verify that the consistency
conditions are
α(g0, g1, g2)α(g0, g1g2, g3)α(g1, g2, g3)
α(g0g1, g2, g3)α(g0, g1, g2g3)
= 1 (C4)
which are exactly the 3-cocycle conditions and hence α is
a 3-cocycle. As mentioned above X(g0, g1) is only defined
up to a complex number β(g0, g1). This freedom can
change the 3-cocycle defined in Eq.(C2) by
α′(g0, g1, g2) = α(g0, g1, g2)
β(g1, g2)β(g0, g1g2)
β(g0, g1)β(g0g1, g2)
(C5)
thus we see that α is only defined up to a 3-coboundary.
For this reason the single block MPO group representa-
tion is endowed with the label [α] from the third coho-
mology group H3(G,C). Using the fact that Hd(G,R) =
Z1 [1] (and that R as an additive group is isomorphic to
R+ as a multiplicative group), we thus obtain that the
third cohomology class of the MPO representation [α] is
an element of H3(G,U(1)).
Appendix D: Orientation dependencies of MPO
group representations
In this appendix we go beyond previous treatments of
MPO group representations to consider subtleties that
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arise due to possible orientation dependencies of the ten-
sors. We find a gauge transformation that reverses the
orientation of MPO tensors, and use it to define the
Frobenius-Schur indicator. We then find several pivotal
phases and relate them to the 3-cocycle of the MPO
group representation.
1. Orientation reversing gauge transformation
To describe the most general bosonic SPT phases one
must use lattices with oriented edges, the internal index
of the MPO also carries an orientation which leads to
the definition of a pair of possibly distinct MPO tensors
which depend on the handedness of the crossing upon
which they sit
B+(g) = , B−(g) = (D1)
As shown in Section III reversing the orientation of
the internal MPO index corresponds to inverting the
group element which the MPO represents, i.e. Vrev(g) =
V (g−1). Since this holds for any injective group MPO of
arbitrary length standard results from the theory of MPS
imply that the local tensors are related by an invertible
gauge transformation which we denote Zg
= (D2)
= (D3)
where we use the following graphical notation for Zg and
related matrices
Zg = , Z
T
g = (D4)
Z−1g = , (Z
−1
g )
T = (D5)
which satisfy the relations
= (D6)
= (D7)
note while it seems a priori that the gauge transforma-
tions in Eq.(D3) could be independent, the fact that the
equation Vrev(g) = V (g
−1) holds for arbitrary orienta-
tions of the PEPS bonds implies that they can be chosen
to be the same.
Applying the gauge transformation twice we arrive at
the equality
= (D8)
which implies Zg(Z
−1
g−1)
T = χg1 for some χg ∈ U(1) since
the MPO is injective. Hence Zg = χgZ
T
g−1 i.e.
= χg (D9)
where χg is analogous to the Frobenius–Schur indicator
and can be seen to satisfy χg = χ
−1
g−1 . Note χg can be
absorbed by redefinition of Zg whenever g 6= g−1, but we
will not do so at this point.
2. Pivotal phases
Since the multiplication of the injective MPOs forms
a representation of G we have a local reduction as in
Eq.(C1). Again since this holds for arbitrary orientations
of the PEPS bonds the reduction matrix X(g0, g1) is the
same for left and right handed MPOs. From here on we
will work with a stronger restriction on the form of the
MPOs such that the following zipper condition holds
= (D10)
this is equivalent to there being no off diagonal blocks in
the product of two MPO tensors after it has been brought
into canonical form, and is true for MPOs that arise from
fixed-point models.
Let us now derive a relation between
1 g ⊗ (Z−1h )T X+(g, h) and X(gh, h−1) in terms of
a one-line pivotal phase which we then proceed to
calculate in terms of the three cocycle α of the MPO
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group representation. Consider
=
=
=
=
(D11)
which yields the desired equality
= γ(gh, h−1) (D12)
where γ(gh, h−1) is some yet to be determined one-line
pivotal phase. We now separate γ(gh, h−1) into a product
of a phase specified by the cocycle α and another phase
b(g, h) which we show to be trivial. Multiplying Eq.(D12)
by X−1(g0g1, g−11 ) yields
γ(gh, h−1) =
= α−1(g, h, h−1)
= α−1(g, h, h−1) b(g, h) (D13)
Now considering
= b(g, h) (D14)
after an application of Eq.(C2) to the left most reductions
tensors we see that b(g, h) = b(xg, h), ∀x and hence b has
no dependence on the first input and can be absorbed into
the definition of Zh. Similar reasoning yields another
useful equality
= α(g−1, g, h) (D15)
In summary we have calculated the one-line pivotal
phases
γ(gh, h−1) = α−1(g, h, h−1)
γ′(gh, h−1) = α(g−1, g, h) (D16)
We now proceed to define a pivotal phase relating the
following different reductions of the same left handed
MPO tensors
= (D17)
=
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Hence
= β(g, h) (D18)
for some pivotal phase β(g, h) ∈ U(1). By making use of
Eqs.(D12,D15,D16) we calculate β directly to find
β(g, h) = ε(g)ε(h)β˜(g, h) (D19)
where
ε(g) := χg α(g, g
−1, g)
β˜(g, h) :=
α(h, g, g−1)
α(hg, g−1, h−1)
we proceed to show that ε ∼= 1 and hence β ∼= β˜.
Evaluating β in two different ways as follows
β(g, h) =
= χgχh
=
χgχhβ(h
−1, g−1)
χgh
(D20)
leads to the relation on ε
ε(k)ε(h)ε(hk) = 1 (D21)
after several applications of the 3-cocycle condition for
α.
Using Eq.(C2) we find
=
α(g−1, h−1, h−1)
α(k, h, g)
× (D22)
applying Eq.(D18) twice to both sides yields the further
constraint on β
dβ(a, b, c) :=
β(a, b)β(ab, c)
β(b, c)β(a, bc)
=
α(a, b, c)
α(c−1, b−1, a−1)
(D23)
hence α forms a potential obstruction to β being a 2-
cocycle. Note that β˜ also satisfies Eq.(D23) as a con-
sequence of the 3-cocycle condition for α and hence the
function θ(a, b) := ε(a)ε(b) satisfies the 2-cocycle condi-
tion dθ(a, b, c) = 1. This 2-cocycle condition, together
with Eq.(D21), implies that ε(a) = ε(c), ∀a, c ∈ G and
since ε(1) = 1 consequently ε ≡ 1 is the constant func-
tion. This of course implies β ≡ β˜ which is the desired
result
β(g, h) =
α(h, g, g−1)
α(hg, g−1, h−1)
. (D24)
Appendix E: Crossing tensors
In this Appendix we define four crossing tensors and
demonstrate that they are related by phases involving
only the 3-cocycle of the MPO representation. We pro-
ceed to define a composition operation on the crossing
tensors and calculate the resulting crossing tensor. Build-
ing upon this result we determine the transformation of
a crossing tensor under the global symmetry. Finally we
calculate the effect of modular transformations on the
crossing tensors.
1. Definitions
We now introduce several different forms for the cross-
ing tensor (see Eq.(15)) that are related by phases which
play an important role in our calculations
W gR(h) : = X(g, h)X
+(h, g) = (E1)
W gL(h) : = X(h, g)X
+(g, h) = (E2)
Y gR(h) : = X
+(gh, h−1)[X+(h, g)⊗ Z−1h ]
= (E3)
Y gL (h) : = [X(h, g)⊗ Zh]X(gh, h−1)
= ∼ (E4)
note h ∈ C(g) and each tensor above is treated as
a representative of an equivalence class of all cross-
ing tensors that give rise to equal PEPS. Using
Eqs.(C2,D16) one finds Y gL (h) = α(g, h, h
−1)W gL(h),
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W gL(h) = α
(g)(h, h−1)−1W gR(h
−1), and W gR(h) =
α(g, h, h−1)Y gR(h), i.e.
W gL(h)
α(g)(h,h−1)−−−−−−−−→ W gR(h−1)
α(g,h,h−1)
y xα(g,h−1,h)
Y gL (h) −−−−−−−→
ωg(h,h−1)
Y gR(h
−1)
(E5)
where
α(g)(k, h) := α(g, k, h)α(k, h, g)α−1(k, g, h) (E6)
is the slant product of α (which is a 2-cocycle) and
ωg(k, h) := α(g)(k, h)
α(g, kh, (kh)−1)
α(g, k, k−1)α(g, h, h−1)
(E7)
is an equivalent 2-cocycle, i.e. [ωg] = [α(g)]. One can
easily verify that changing α by a 3-coboundary alters
α(g) by a 2-coboundary and hence the cohomology class
[α] is mapped to [α(g)] by the slant product.
2. Composition rule
There is a natural composition operation on the
Y gR(h) tensors induced by the action of a global sym-
metry U(k)⊗|M|v , k ∈ C(g, h), upon a symmetry twisted
ground state as follows
Y gR(k)× Y gR(h) := (E8)
which includes a reduction of the tensors by X(k, h) and
X+(k, h), note this product is associative but not com-
mutative. The Y gR(h) tensors in fact form a projective
representation under this composition rule since
α(k,gh,h−1)−1−−−−−−−−−→
α(gkh,h−1,k−1)
y
α(k,h,g)−1←−−−−−−−
yβ(h,k)
which yields
Y gR(k)× Y gR(h) =
α(k, gh, h−1)α(k, h, g)
α(gkh, h−1, k−1)β(h, k)
Y gR(kh)
=α(g)(k, h)
α(g, kh, h−1k−1)
α(g, k, k−1)α(g, h, h−1)
α(k, h, h−1k−1)
α(h, h−1, k−1)β(h, k)
Y gR(kh)
=ωg(k, h)Y gR(kh) (E9)
after several applications of the 3-cocycle condition for
α, see Eq.(C4).
3. Symmetry action
We are now in a position to calculate the effect of ap-
plying a global symmetry k ∈ C(g, h) to an (x, y) sym-
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metry twisted SPT PEPS on a torus as follows
∼ (E10)
∼ (E11)
∼ (E12)
= Y gR(k)×W gR(h)× Y gL (k) (E13)
=
α(g, h, h−1)
ωg(k, k−1)
Y gR(k)× Y gR(h)× Y gR(k−1) (E14)
=
α(g, h, h−1)ωg(k, h)
ωg(k, k−1)
Y gR(kh)× Y gR(k−1) (E15)
=
ωg(k, h)ωg(kh, k−1)α(g, h, h−1)
ωg(k, k−1)
Y gR(h) (E16)
=
ωg(k, h)
ωg(h, k)
W gR(h) (E17)
where we have made use of the 3-cocycle condition on
α and the relations from Eq.(E5). Hence we have found
the group action pik[·] induced on the crossing tensor by
the physical symmetry to be
pik[W
g
R(h)] = (ω
g)(h)(k)−1W gR(h)
= α(g,h)(k)−1W gR(h) (E18)
where (ωg)(h) is the slant product of ωg (it is easy to
see this equals the coeficient in Eq.(E10)) and hence a
1D representation of C(g, h) which equals the twice slant
product of alpha, i.e. (ωg)(h) = α(g,h) (since the slant
product maps cohomology classes to cohomology classes).
Now by the orthogonality of characters we have that the
projector Πg,h[·] :=
∑
k∈C(g,h)
pik[·] maps a nonzero W gR(h)
to zero iff α(g,h) is nontrivial i.e.
Πg,h[W
g
R(h)] 6= 0 ⇐⇒ α(g,h) ≡ 1. (E19)
4. Modular transformations
In this section we will calculate the effects of the S
and T transformations (pi2 rotation and Dehn twist re-
spectively) on the crossing tensor W gR(h) which is rele-
vant for both symmetry twisted and topological ground
states. We use the following left handed convention
S−−−−→
T−−−−→
(E20)
∼ .
Using Eqs.(C4,D12,D15,D16,E5) and the 3-cocycle con-
dition on α we find
S[W gR(h)] = α
(h)(g−1, g)−1WhR(g
−1) (E21)
T [W gR(h)] = α(g, h, g)W
g
R(gh) (E22)
with these formulas we have explicitly verified that the
action of S and T generate a linear representation of the
modular group, i.e. they satisfy the relations
S4 = 1 , (ST )3 = S2.
It was sufficient to simply consider the multiplication of
these generators since the gauge theories we deal with are
doubled topological orders and consequently have zero
modular central charge. We do not reproduce the tedious
calculation here.
Appendix F: Gauging SPT PEPS yields topological
PEPS
In this appendix we recount the definition of the quan-
tum state gauging procedure of Ref.[31] and generalize
their proof to show that gauging a SPT PEPS results
in a MPO-injective PEPS with a projection MPO that
has multiple blocks in its canonical form, labeled by the
group elements.
1. Quantum state gauging procedure
Let us first recount the definition of the global projec-
tor onto the gauge invariant subspace. This is defined on
a directed graph Λ in which the vertices are enumerated
and the edges are directed from larger to smaller ver-
tex. To each vertex v ∈ Λ we associate a Hilbert space
Hv together with a representation Uv(g) of the group G
and to each edge e ∈ Λ we associate a Hilbert space
isomorphic to the group algebra He ∼= C[G]. We define
the matter Hilbert space Hm :=
⊗
v∈ΛHv and the gauge
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Hilbert space Hg :=
⊗
e∈ΛHe which together form the
full Hilbert space Hg,m := Hg ⊗ Hm. The states in Hg,m
that are relevant for the gauge theory satisfy a local gauge
invariance condition at each vertex. Specifically, they lie
in the simultaneous +1 eigenspace of the following pro-
jection operators
Pv :=
∫
dgvUv(gv)
⊗
e∈E+v
Re(gv)
⊗
e∈E−v
Le(gv) (F1)
where E+v (E
−
v ) is the set of adjacent edges directed away
from (towards) vertex v. R(g), L(g) are the right and left
regular representations, respectively. The projector onto
the gauge invariant subspace is given by PΛ :=
∏
v Pv and
the analogous projector PΓ for any operator O supported
on a subgraph Γ ⊂ Λ (which contains the bounding ver-
tices of all its edges) is defined to be
PΓ[O] :=
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dgv[
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gv)
⊗
e∈Γ
Le(gv−e )Re(gv+e )]
×O [
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gv)
⊗
e∈Γ
Le(gv−e )Re(gv+e )]
† (F2)
where edge e points from v+e to v
−
e .
We proceed to describe a gauging procedure for models
defined purely on the matter degrees of freedom Hm. To
apply PΛ and PΓ we first require a procedure to embed
states and operators from Hm into Hg,m. For this we
define the gauging map for matter states |ψ〉 ∈ Hm by
G |ψ〉 := P [ |ψ〉
⊗
e
|1〉e] , (F3)
and for matter operators O ∈ L(Hm) acting on a sub-
graph Γ ⊆ Λ (containing all edges between its vertices)
by
GΓ[O] := PΓ[O
⊗
e∈Γ
|1〉 〈1|e] . (F4)
2. Gauging SPT PEPS
In this section we show that a gauged SPT PEPS sat-
isfies the axioms of MPO-injectivity.
Consider a region R of a SPT PEPS |ψ〉 ∈ Hm built
from local tensor A. The PEPS map AR on this re-
gion satisfies A+RAR = P∂R and hence is injective on
the support subspace of a single block projection MPO
P∂R = V ∂R(1) given by supp(P∂R) ⊆ (Ve)⊗L where
Ve denotes the Hilbert space of a virtual index and
L := |∂R|e.
For the gauged PEPS G |ψ〉 ∈ Hg,m, the region R is de-
fined to include only those edges between vertices within
R, i.e. excluding the edges e ∈ ∂R. Note our proof
is easily adapted to the case where the edge degrees of
freedom are ‘doubled’ and absorbed into the neighboring
vertex degrees of freedom, as in Section VII.
The gauged PEPS map on region R, AgR : (Ve ⊗
C[G])⊗L → H⊗|R|vv ⊗ H⊗|R|ee , naturally decomposes into
the original PEPS map and a gauging tensor network
operator multiplying the physical degrees of freedom
AgR = GRAR where
GR :=
∫ ∏
v∈R
dgv
⊗
v∈R
Uv(gv)
⊗
e∈R
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉e
⊗
e∈∂R
(gv±e |e
(F5)
where v±e ∈ R denotes the unique vertex in R adjacent
to the edge e ∈ ∂R.
Proposition 5. A generalized inverse of the gauged
PEPS is given by (AgR)
+ = A+RG
†
R which satisfies
(AgR)
+AgR =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
V ∂R(g)⊗R(g)⊗L. Furthermore, the
gauged PEPS is MPO-injective with respect to the pro-
jection MPO 1|G|
∑
g∈G
V ∂R(g)⊗R(g)⊗L which is a sum of
single block injective MPOs labeled by g ∈ G.
Firstly we have
G†RGR =
∫ ∏
v∈R
dhvdgv
⊗
v∈R
Uv(h
−1
v gv)⊗
e∈R
〈hv−e h−1v+e |gv−e g
−1
v+e
〉
⊗
e∈∂R
|hv±e )(gv±e |e
=
∫
dg
⊗
v∈R
Uv(g)
⊗
e∈∂R
Re(g) (F6)
since the delta conditions 〈hv−e h−1v+e |gv−e g
−1
v+e
〉 force
h−1
v−e
gv−e = h
−1
v+e
gv+e and hence h
−1
v gv =: g is constant
across all v ∈ R, assuming R is connected. Hence
A+RG
†
RGRAR = P∂R
∫
dg V ∂R(g)
⊗
e∈∂R
Re(g) (F7)
since U(g)⊗|R|vAR = ARV ∂R(g) for a SPT
PEPS (see Section III) then the result follows as
P∂RV ∂R(g) = V ∂R(g).
Let us now address the remaining conditions for MPO-
injectivity. Most importantly the pulling through condi-
tion is easily seen to hold by Eq.(3) and since PvU
†
v (g) =
Pv
⊗
e∈E+v Re(g)
⊗
e∈E−v Le(g), see Appendix G, Propo-
sition 13 for more detail. The trivial loops condition
for the MPO V ∂R(g)⊗R(g)⊗L follows directly from the
trivial loops condition for V ∂R(g) and the convention
that R(g) is inverted depending on the orientation of the
crossing of the MPO loop with the virtual bond edge of
the PEPS graph, see Eqs.(3),(4). Finally, as discussed
at the end of Appendix A the extended inverse condition
is automatically satisfied when the projection MPO has
a canonical form with injective blocks [39], which is the
case for the MPO V ∂R(g)⊗R(g)⊗L.
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Appendix G: Generalizing the gauging procedure to
arbitrary flat G-connections
In this section we outline a generalization of the gaug-
ing procedure defined in Ref.[31] to arbitrary flat G-
connections. For equivalent G-connections the gauging
maps are related by local operations while for inequiva-
lent G-connections, which are necessary to construct the
full ground space of a gauged model on a nontrivial man-
ifold, the gauging maps are topologically distinct. The
gauging maps for nontrivial flat G-connections take in-
equivalent symmetry twisted states of the initial SPT
models to orthogonal ground states of the topologically
ordered gauged models.
1. Elementary definitions
Definition 1. A G-connection φ on a directed graph Λ,
embedded in an oriented 2-manifold M, is given by spec-
ifying a group element φe ∈ G for each edge e ∈ Λ.
φ : Λe → G
e 7→ φe
where Λe is the set of edges in Λ and φ can be thought
of as a labeling {φe} of the edges in Λ by group elements
φe ∈ G. We view these connections as basis states |φ〉 :=⊗
e |φe〉e ∈ C[G]⊗|Λe|.
Each G-connection φ defines a notion of transport along
any oriented path (with origin and end point specified)
p ∈ Λ on the edges of the graph, the transport is specified
by the group element
φp :=
1∏
i=|p|e
φσiei = φ
σ|p|
e|p| · · ·φσ1e1 (G1)
where the edges ei ∈ p are ordered as they occur following
p along its orientation, and σi is 1 if the orientation of ei
matches that of p and −1 if it does not, see Fig.8. Note
for paths p1, from v0 to v1, and p
2, from v1 to v2, we have
the following relation φp2φp1 = φp12 , where p
12 := p1∪p2
is given by composing paths 1 and 2.
A pair of G-connections φ, ϕ are considered equivalent
if they are related by a sequence of local gauge transfor-
mations from the set
{agv :=
⊗
e∈E+v
Re(g)
⊗
e∈E−v
Le(g) | ∀g ∈ G, v ∈ Λ} (G2)
i.e. φ ∼ ϕ ⇐⇒ |φ〉 =
∏
i
agivi |ϕ〉 .
One can easily verify that this constitutes an equivalence
relation. Importantly, this equivalence relation preserves
the conjugacy class of the G-holonomy φp of any closed
path p ∈ Λ with a fixed base point.
An important class of connections are the flat G-
connections which are defined to have trivial holonomy
along any contractible path.
Definition 2. A G-connection φ is flat iff φp = 1 for any
closed path p ∈ Λ that is contractible in the underlying
manifold M.
This definition immediately implies that φp = φp′ for
any pair of homotopic oriented paths p, p′ with matching
endpoints. It is easy to see that a G-connection is flat
if and only if it satisfies the local condition φ∂q = 1 for
every plaquette q of the graph Λ ⊂ M, where ∂q ⊂ Λ is
the boundary of q with the orientation inherited fromM.
Moreover, one can easily verify that flatness is preserved
under the equivalence relation (G2) and hence the flat G-
connections form equivalence classes under this relation.
Note there can be multiple flat equivalence classes since
it is possible for a flat G-connection to have a nontrivial
holonomy φp 6= 1 along a noncontractible loop p ∈ Λ ⊂
M.
One can easily show that any contractible region Γ ⊆
Λ ⊂ M (formed by a set of vertices and the edges be-
tween them) of a flat G-connection |φ〉 can be ‘cleaned’ by
a sequence of operations
∏
i a
gi
vi , where each vi ∈ Γ, such
that the resulting equivalent connection |φ′〉 := ∏i agivi |φ〉
satisfies φ′e = 1,∀e ∈ Γ.
a)
���� �� �� b)
FIG. 8. a) A simple example φp = φ3φ
−1
2 φ1. b) Noncon-
tractible cycles of the 2-torus.
Utilizing the cleaning procedure leads one to the follow-
ing conclusion
Proposition 6. The equivalence class [φ] of a
flat G-connection φ on an oriented 2-manifold
(w.l.o.g. a genus-n torus or n-torus) M is la-
beled uniquely by the conjugacy class of n pairs of
group elements that commute with their neighbors,
i.e. {[(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)] | ∃xi, yi ∈ G, xiyi = yixi,
yixi+1 = xi+1yi}, the set of such labels is henceforth
referred to as IM.
The argument proceeds as follows: any G-connection
can be ‘cleaned’ onto the set of edges that cross any of the
2n closed paths {(pix, piy)} in the dual graph Λ∗ (where
each (pix, p
i
y) and (p
i
y, p
i+1
x ) pair intersect once) that span
the inequivalent noncontractible loops of the n-torus, see
Fig.8. Now by the flatness condition the group elements
along any loop must be the same (assuming w.l.o.g. the
edges on that loop have the same orientation) and the
group elements (xi, yi) and (yi, xi+1) of each pair of in-
tersecting loops must commute. Furthermore, equiva-
lence under the application of
⊗
v∈Λ a
g
v, ∀g ∈ G implies
that every set of labels in the same conjugacy class are
equivalent.
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Note there is a uniquely defined set of group elements
{(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) |xi, yi ∈ G, xiyi = yixi,
yixi+1 = xi+1yi} (G3)
for each flat G-connection φ which are specified by the G-
holonomies xi := φp˜ix , yi := φp˜iy of pairs of paths (p˜
i
y, p˜
i
x)
in the graph Λ, where p˜ix is defined to be a path that inter-
sects pix once and all other paths p
k
y , p
j
x, j 6= i, zero times
(p˜iy is defined similarly). Moreover, the conjugacy class
[(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)] := {(xh1 , yh1 ), . . . , (xhn, yhn) | ∀h ∈ G}
labels the equivalence class [φ] of the G-connection φ,
where xh := hxh−1.
For a fixed representative γ = {(xi, yi)} of conjugacy
class [γ] ∈ IM and choice of paths {(pix, piy)} spanning
the inequivalent noncontractible cycles of the n-torus,
we construct a particularly simple representative flat G-
connection as follows
Definition 3. The simple representative flat G-
connection φγ is defined by setting φγe := x
σie
i if p
i
x crosses
e and φγe := y
σie
i if p
i
y crosses e, where σ
i
e is +1 if the
crossing is right handed and -1 if it is left handed, and
otherwise φγe := 1 for edges that are not crossed by either
pix, p
i
y.
Note an arbitrary flat connection |φ〉 is related to some
|φγ〉 by a sequence of local operations |φ〉 = ∏i agivi |φγ〉.
In particular, the representative connection |φ˜γ〉 cor-
responding to a deformation of the paths (pix, p
i
y) 7→
(p˜ix, p˜
i
y) that does not introduce additional intersections
(a planar isotopy) is related to |φγ〉 by a sequence of local
operations
∏
i a
gi
vi that implements the deformation.
� � � �
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FIG. 9. A representative flat G connection labeled by (x, y).
2. Twisting and gauging operators and states
For any local operator O acting on the matter degrees
of freedom in a contractible region Γ ⊆ Λ there is a well
defined notion of twisting O by a flat G-connection φ.
Fixing a base vertex v0 ∈ Γ the twisted operator is given
by
Oφ :=
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(φpvg)O
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (φpvg) (G4)
where pv is any path from v0 to v within Γ (the choice
does not matter since the connection is flat and Γ is con-
tractible). The choice of distinguished base vertex v0 is
irrelevant since a change v0 7→ v′0 can be compensated
by shifting g 7→ φ−1p′ g, where p′ is a path from v′0 to v0,
which has no effect since g is summed over. Note this def-
inition of Oφ first projects O onto the space of symmetric
operators, hence the sum over g is unnecessary if O is al-
ready symmetric. One can verify that Oφ commutes with
the following twisted symmetry
⊗
v∈Γ Uv(g
φpv ), ∀g ∈ G,
where gh = hgh−1, independent of the choice of base
point v0 and paths pv ∈ Γ from v0 to v.
The twisted state gauging map Gφ, for a flat G-
connection φ, is defined by the following action
Gφ |ψ〉 := P [ |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉]
=
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv[
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(gv)] |ψ〉
⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e φeg−1v+e 〉e (G5)
where |ψ〉 ∈ Hm is a state of the mat-
ter degrees of freedom. One can verify that
G†φGφ =
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Λ Uv(g
φpv )
∏
i δgxi,xigδgyi,yig is the
projection onto the symmetric subspace of the twisted
symmetry, where (xi, yi) are the pairs of commuting
group elements that label φ, see Eq.(G3). The δ condi-
tions arise since the state overlaps force the conjugation
of g by the transport group elements φpv , φp′v to agree
for non homotopic paths pv, p
′
v from v0 to v. These δ
conditions also ensure the choice of fixed base point v0
is irrelevant.
The twisted operator gauging map GφΓ is defined similarly
GφΓ [O] :=
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dgv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gv)O
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (gv)⊗
e∈Γ
|gv−e φeg−1v+e 〉 〈gv−e φeg
−1
v+e
| (G6)
where O is an operator that acts on the matter degrees
of freedom on sites v ∈ Γ ⊆ Λ, and Γ is defined to include
all the edges between its vertices. GφΓ is invertible on the
space of φ-twisted symmetric local operators Oφ in the
following sense
Tre∈Γ[GφΓ [Oφ]
⊗
e∈Γ
|φe〉 〈φe|e] =
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dgv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gv)
×Oφ
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (gv)
∏
e∈Γ
δg
v
−
e
φeg
−1
v
+
e
,φe
=
∫
dgv0
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(g
φpv
v0 )O
φ
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (g
φpv
v0 )
= Oφ (G7)
where the final equality follows from the twisted sym-
metry of Oφ and the second equality follows since the δ
conditions force gv−e = g
φe
v+e
which implies, after fixing a
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base point v0 ∈ Λ, that gv = gφpvv0 for any path pv from
v0 to v within Γ which is assumed to be contractible in
the underlying manifold M.
For the twisted gauging procedure we also have a ver-
sion of Proposition 4, which states the useful equality
GΓ[O]G = GO for symmetric O. In the twisted case it
must be modified in the following way
Proposition 7. The identity GφΓ [Oφ]Gφ = GφOφ holds
for any symmetric operator O.
We now proceed to show this
GφΓ [Oφ]Gφ =
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dhv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(hv)O
φ
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (hv)
⊗
e∈Γ
|hv−e φeh−1v+e 〉 〈hv−e φeh
−1
v+e
|
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(gv)⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e φeg−1v+e 〉
=
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
∏
v∈Γ
dhv
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(gv)
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(g
−1
v hv)O
φ
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (g
−1
v hv)
∏
e∈Γ
δ(g−1
v
−
e
h
v
−
e
), (g−1
v
+
e
h
v
+
e
)φe
⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e φeg−1v+e 〉
= GφO
φ (G8)
the last equality follows since the δ condition forces
g−1v hv = (g
−1
v0 hv0)
φpv (for a fixed choice of vertex
v0 and path pv ∈ Γ from v0 to v which has no
effect on the outcome) implying
⊗
v∈Γ Uv(g
−1
v hv) =⊗
v∈Γ Uv( (g
−1
v0 hv0)
φpv ) which is precisely a twisted sym-
metry that commutes with Oφ to yield the desired result.
For a symmetric local Hamiltonian that has been
twisted by a flat G-connection φ, Hφm =
∑
v h
φ
v , we define
the twisted gauged Hamiltonian (Hφm)
Gφ :=
∑
v GφΓv [hφv ]
in a locality preserving way similar to the untwisted case.
With this definition we pose the following proposition
Proposition 8. For all flat G-connections φ we have
(Hφm)
Gφ = HGm.
To prove this it suffices to consider a generic local term
hφv acting on the subgraph Γv
GφΓv [hφv ] =
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dgv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gv)Uv(φpv )hv
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (φpv )
U†v (gv)
⊗
e∈Γ
|gv−e φeg−1v+e 〉 〈gv−e φeg
−1
v+e
|
=
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dgv
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(gvφpv )hv
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (gvφpv )
⊗
e∈Γ
|gv−e φpv−e φ
−1
p
v
+
e
g−1
v+e
〉 〈gv−e φpv−e φ
−1
p
v
+
e
g−1
v+e
|
=
∫ ∏
v∈Γ
dg˜v
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(g˜v)hv
⊗
v∈Γ
U†v (g˜v)
⊗
e∈Γ
|g˜v−e g˜−1v+e 〉 〈g˜v−e g˜
−1
v+e
|
= GΓv [hv] (G9)
for the first equality we use the symmetry of hv, for the
second we use the fact φe = φp
v
−
e
φ−1p
v
+
e
, note the choice
of base point v0 and paths pv from v0 to v in Γ have no
effect since hv is symmetric and Γ is contractible, for the
third we use the invariance of the Haar measure under
the change of group variables gv 7→ g˜v := gvφpv .
3. Gauging preserves the gap and leads to a
topological degeneracy
We are now in a position to prove that gauging a SPT
Hamiltonian defined on an arbitrary oriented 2-manifold
M preserves the energy gap, generalizing the proof pre-
sented in Section V B.
The full gauged Hamiltonian is given by
Hfull := H
G
m + ∆BHB + ∆PHP , see Section V B for
a discussion of each term in the Hamiltonian. Note by
Proposition 8 the same full Hamiltonian Hfull is achieved
by gauging any φ-twist of a given SPT Hamiltonian.
As argued in Section V B, for ∆B, ∆P sufficiently large,
the low energy subspace of Hfull lies within the common
ground space of HB and HP . This subspace is spanned
by the states P [ |λ〉m ⊗ |φ〉g] = Gφ |λ〉, where the matter
states |λ〉 form a basis of Hm, and the gauge states |φ〉
span the flat G-connections. This leads to a generaliza-
tion of Proposition 3 to arbitrary 2-manifolds
Proposition 9. For an oriented 2-manifold M the set
of states {Gφγ |λ〉}, for {|λ〉} a basis of Hm and a fixed
choice of representatives γ ∈ [γ] ∈ IM, span the common
ground space of HB and HP .
Firstly, by Proposition 6, an arbitrary flat connection
|φ〉 is related to |φγ〉 , ∃[γ] ∈ IM by a sequence of local
operations |φ〉 = ∏i agivi |φγ〉. Since Pv = ∫ dgUv(g)⊗ agv
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one can easily see Pva
g
v = PvU
†
v (g) and hence we have
Gφ |ψ〉m = P [|ψ〉m ⊗
∏
i
agivi |φγ〉g]
= P [ [
∏
i
Uvi(gi)]
† |ψ〉m ⊗ |φγ〉g]
= Gφγ [
∏
i
Uvi(gi)]
† |ψ〉m . (G10)
Therefore the common ground space of HB and HP is
spanned by the states {Gφγ |λ〉}(λ,γ) for a basis {|λ〉}λ of
Hm and a representative γ of each conjugacy class [γ] ∈
IM.
We now bring together the definitions and propositions
laid out thus far to show the following
Proposition 10. Gauging a gapped SPT Hamiltonian
on an arbitrary oriented 2-manifold M yields a gapped
local Hamiltonian with a topology dependent ground space
degeneracy.
Let |λγ〉 denote an eigenstate of the twisted SPT
HamiltonianHφ
γ
m with eigenvalue λ. From Propositions 7
& 8 it follows that gauging an eigenstate of a φ-twisted
SPT Hamiltonian yields an eigenstate of the gauged
Hamiltonian, so we have HGmGφγ |λγ〉 = λGφγ |λγ〉.
If Hm has a unique ground state |λ0〉 Proposition 9
implies the ground space of the full Hamiltonian Hfull is
spanned by the states {Gφγ |λγ0〉}γ and its gap satisfies
∆full ≥ min(∆m,∆B,∆P )
In the above we have assumed that Gφγ |λγ0〉 6= 0, for
some γ. Note G |λ0〉 6= 0 always holds for a unique
ground state |λ0〉 of a symmetric Hamiltonian (possibly
after rephasing the matrices of the physical group repre-
sentation which is assumed to have occurred).
We now proceed to show that the ground space de-
generacy is equal to the number of distinct equivalence
classes of symmetry twists which are invariant under the
residual physical symmetry. This relies on the assump-
tion that the distinct symmetry twisted SPT Hamiltoni-
ans Hφ
γ
m each have a nonzero unique ground state |λγ0〉
with the same energy λ0. We show this to be the case,
when the original frustration free SPT Hamiltonian Hm
has a SPT PEPS ground state, by explicitly construct-
ing tensor network representations of the twisted ground
states, see Definition 4.
Proposition 11. The overlap matrix of the gauged
ground states M[γ′],[γ] := 〈λγ
′
0 |G†φγ′Gφγ |λ
γ
0〉 is diago-
nal, where γ, γ′ are drawn from a fixed set of represen-
tatives for the conjugacy classes in IM. Furthermore,
M[γ′],[γ] is invariant under a change of representatives
and M[γ],[γ] = 0 iff |λγ0〉 transforms as a nontrivial rep-
resentation of the physical symmetry action of C(γ).
The operators G†ϕGφ that appear in the overlaps of
the gauged twisted ground states imply that they are
orthogonal. To see this consider the following
G†ϕGφ =
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dkvdgv
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(k
−1
v gv)
∏
e∈Λ
〈kv−e ϕek−1v+e |gv−e φeg
−1
v+e
〉 (G11)
=
∫
dgv0
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(ϕpvgv0φ
−1
pv )
∏
i
δx′igv0 ,gv0xiδy′igv0 ,gv0yi
where we have fixed an arbitrary base vertex v0, pv is
any path from v0 to v, and {(x′i, y′i)}i, {(xi, yi)}i label
the connections ϕ, φ respectively. The delta conditions
arise since the overlaps in Eq.(G11) force the transported
group element ϕpvgv0φ
−1
pv to agree for any choice of path
pv (which may be homotopically distinct). This implies
that G†ϕGφ = 0 whenever the labels {(x′i, y′i)}i, {(xi, yi)}i
fall into distinct equivalence classes of IM.
For the particular case of the simple representative G-
connections φγ we have
G†
φγ′
Gφγ = δ[γ′],[γ]
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(g)
∏
i
δx′ig,gxiδy′ig,gyi
for equivalence classes [γ′], [γ] ∈ IM. Furthermore, if
γ′ ∼ γ then there exists a group element h ∈ G such that
(x′i, y
′
i) = (x
g
i , y
g
i ), ∀i ⇐⇒ g ∈ hC(γ), a left coset of the
centralizer of γ = {xi, yi}i. In this case
G†
φγ′
Gφγ =
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Λ
Uv(g) δg∈hC(γ) (G12)
and Hφ
γ′
m = U(g)
⊗|Λ|vHφ
γ
m U
†(g)⊗|Λ|v for any g ∈ hC(γ),
which implies θγg |λγ
′
0 〉 = U(g)⊗|Λ|v |λγ0〉 for some phase
θγg ∈ U(1). Hence
〈λγ0 |G†φγGφγ |λγ0〉 = θγh 〈λγ0 |G†φγGφγ′ |λγ
′
0 〉 ⇐⇒ [γ] = [γ′].
Moreover since |λγ0〉 is the unique groundstate of a
C(γ)-symmetric Hamiltonian θγ(·) is a 1D representation
of C(γ). By the orthogonality of characters we have
G†φγGφγ |λγ0〉 6= 0 ⇐⇒ θγ(·) ≡ 1. Note θγ(·) ≡ 1 is in fact
a property of a conjugacy class as it does not depend on
the choice of representative γ.
Consequently the choice of representative symmetry
twist γ ∈ [γ] ∈ IM does not matter as all lead to the same
gauged state |λ0, [γ]〉 := Gφγ |λγ0〉. Hence the overlap
matrix of the gauged twisted SPT groundstates is given
by
M[γ′],[γ] = 〈λ0, [γ′]|λ0, [γ]〉
= δ[γ′],[γ] δθγ
(·),1
|C(γ)|
|G| 〈λ
γ
0 |λγ0〉 (G13)
and the set of states {|λ0, [γ]〉 | [γ] ∈ IM, θγ(·) ≡ 1} form
an orthogonal basis for the ground space of the full
gauged Hamiltonian Hfull.
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Appendix H: Symmetry twists & monodromy
defects
In this appendix we describe a general and unam-
biguous procedure for applying symmetry twists to SPT
PEPS using virtual symmetry MPOs. We furthermore
demonstrate that the gauging procedure maps the sym-
metry MPOs to freely deformable topological MPOs on
the virtual level and hence the gauged symmetry twisted
PEPS are locally indistinguishable while remaining glob-
ally orthogonal, implying that they exhibit topological
order. We move on to discuss how the same MPOs can
be arranged along open paths to describe monodromy
defects in SPT PEPS and anyons in the gauged PEPS.
Moreover, we explicitly calculate the projective transfor-
mation of individual monodromy defects under the resid-
ual symmetry group using tensor network techniques.
1. Symmetry twisted states
In this section we discuss the ground states of symme-
try twisted Hamiltonians in more detail and show that
the PEPS framework naturally accommodates a simple
construction of these states.
On a trivial topology a symmetry twist can be applied
directly to a state by acting on some region of the lattice
with the physical symmetry. For example on an infinite
square lattice in the 2D plane a symmetry twist (x, y)
along an oriented horizontal and vertical path px, py, in
the dual lattice, acts on a state |ψ〉 via
|ψ〉φ : =
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(φpvg) |ψ〉
=
⊗
v∈U
Uv(x)
⊗
v∈R
Uv(y)
∫
dg
⊗
v∈Γ
Uv(g) |ψ〉
where φ is the simple representative connection with label
(x, y) on paths px, py, see Definition 3, and R is the half
plane to the right of py, U the half plane above px, see
Fig.5. Note this definition implicitly projects |ψ〉 onto the
trivial representation and we have Oφ |ψ〉φ = (O |ψ〉)φ for
symmetric operators O. Hence twisting an eigenstate |λ〉
of a SPT Hamiltonian Hm yields an eigenstate |λ〉φ of the
twisted Hamiltonian Hφm with the same eigenvalue. Note
x and y must commute for φ to be a flat connection,
equivalently if one thinks of first applying the x twist
to a symmetric Hamiltonian, then the resulting operator
will only be symmetric under the centralizer subgroup of
x, C(x) ≤ G, and hence it only makes sense to apply a
second twist for an element y ∈ C(x).
The effect of such a symmetry twist on a SPT PEPS
|ψ〉 is particularly simple, it can be achieved by adding
the virtual symmetry MPOs V px(x) and V py (y) (with in-
ner indices contracted with the four index crossing tensor
Qx,y = W
x
R(y) (15,E1) where px, py intersect, see Fig.6)
to the virtual level of the PEPS. Let us denote the re-
sulting tensor network state |ψ(x,y)〉, then by Eq.(3) we
have |ψ(x,y)〉 = |ψ〉φ.
For nontrivial topologies the symmetry twist on a state
|ψ〉φγ is not well defined in terms of a physical symmetry
action since two homotopically inequivalent paths pv, p
′
v
can give rise to distinct transport elements φpv 6= φp′v .
Note this problem does not arise when symmetry twisting
local operators, such as the terms in a local Hamiltonian,
since each operator acts within a contractible region. The
PEPS formalism yields a simple resolution to this prob-
lem since the process of applying a symmetry twist φγ
on the virtual level of a PEPS |ψγ〉 remains well defined,
see Definition 4 and Fig.10.
� �
FIG. 10. An (x, y) symmetry twisted PEPS on a torus.
The general scenario is as follows; we have a local
gapped frustration free SPT Hamiltonian Hm defined on
an oriented 2-manifold M with a SPT PEPS |λ0〉 as its
unique ground state (note SPT PEPS parent Hamilto-
nians satisfy these conditions) and we want to apply a
symmetry twist along paths pix, p
i
y in the dual graph la-
beled by γ = {(xi, yi)}i.
Definition 4 (Symmetry Twisted SPT PEPS). For a
SPT PEPS |ψ〉 and a symmetry twist γ, specified by a set
of pairwise intersecting paths in the dual graph {pix, piy}i
and pairwise commuting group elements {(xi, yi)}i in G,
the symmetry twisted PEPS |ψγ〉 is constructed by taking
the tensor network for |ψ〉 with open virtual indices on
edges that cross {pix, piy}i and contracting these virtual
indices with the MPOs {V pix(xi), V piy (yi)}i. Moreover,
at the intersection of the paths pix ∩ piy the internal in-
dices of the MPOs V p
i
x(xi), V
piy (yi) are contracted with
four index crossing tensors Qxi,yi = W
xi
R (yi), defined in
Eqs.(15,E1) and similarly with Qyi−1,xi = W
yi−1
R (xi) at
the intersections pi−1y ∩ pix. This is depicted in Fig. 10.
It follows from Eq.(3) and the zipper condition (D10)
for X(xi, yi) that the symmetry twisted ground state
SPT PEPS |λγ0〉 is the ground state of the twisted SPT
Hamiltonian Hφ
γ
m . More generally for any SPT PEPS
|ψ〉 that is an eigenstate of each local term in Hm, Eq.(3)
implies that |ψγ〉 is an eigenstate of Hφγm with the same
eigenvalue (thereby justifying the notation). Note the
twisted SPT PEPS |ψγ〉 for different choices of represen-
tative γ from the same conjugacy class [γ] ∈ IM are all
related by the action of some global symmetry, which
again follows from Eqs.(3),(D10) and Proposition 6.
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Proposition 12. A γ-twisted SPT PEPS |ψγ〉 trans-
forms as the following 1D representation
θγ(·) = α
(x0,y0)(·)−1
∏
i=1
[α(yi−1,xi)(·)α(xi,yi)(·)]−1 (H1)
under the physical action of the residual symmetry group
C(γ).
The physical action of the symmetry
U(k)⊗|M|v induces a local action pik on each
crossing tensor {W xiR (yi),W yi−1R (xi)}i and by
Eq.(E18) we find the combined action to be
α(x0,y0)(·)−1 ∏
i=1
[α(yi−1,xi)(·)α(xi,yi)(·)]−1 as claimed.
2. Topological ground states
We now show that the twisted gauging procedure maps
the virtual symmetry MPO to a freely deformable topo-
logical MPO on the virtual level.
Proposition 13. Applying the twisted gauging map Gφγ
to a nonzero twisted SPT PEPS |ψγ〉 yields the MPO-
injective PEPS G |ψ〉 with a set of freely deformable
MPOs joined by crossing tensors, specified by [γ], act-
ing on the virtual level. The gauged state is zero iff
|ψγ〉 transforms nontrivially under the residual symmetry
group C(γ), this property depends only on [γ] and [α].
We will first show that the tensor network
Gφγ |ψγ〉 is given by contracting the MPOs
[V p
i
x(xi)
⊗
e∈pix Re(xi)], [V
piy (yi)
⊗
e∈piy Re(yi)] (con-
tracted with the crossing tensor Qxi,yi = W
xi
R (yi) at
pix ∩ piy) with the virtual indices of G |ψ〉 on edges that
cross the paths {pix, piy}.
In general Gφ is a projected entangled pair
operator (PEPO) with vertex tensors Gvφ =∫
dg Uv(g)
⊗
e∈Ev (g| = Gv and edge tensors
Geφ =
∫
dgv+e dgv−e Le(gv−e )Re(gv+e ) |φe〉 ⊗ (gv+e |(gv−e | [31].
Furthermore the edge tensors satisfy Geφ =
Ge1(R(φe) ⊗ 1 ) = Ge1(1 ⊗ R†(φe) ). Hence the PEPO
Gφ is given by the untwisted gauging map G with the
tensor product operators {⊗e∈pix Re(xi),⊗e∈piy Re(yi)}
applied to the virtual indices that cross {pix, piy}.
Eqs.(3) and (D10) together with Pva
g
v = PvU
†
v (g)
imply Gφγ |ψγ〉 = Gφγ˜ |ψγ˜〉 for any deformation γ˜ =
{p˜ix, p˜iy} of the paths γ = {pix, piy} that does not introduce
additional intersections (a planar isotopy). This further-
more implies that the MPOs [V p(g)
⊗
e∈pRe(g)] satisfy
the pulling through condition of Ref.[14] for any path p.
Consequently, the MPO 1|G|
∑
g[V
p(g)
⊗
e∈pRe(g)], that
was shown to be the projection onto the injectivity sub-
space of the gauged PEPS in Appendix F, also satisfies
the pulling through condition.
By Proposition 11 the gauged SPT PEPS Gφγ |ψγ〉 is
zero iff θγ(·) is nontrivial, which is a property of the conju-
gacy class [γ]. Now by Proposition 12 and the fact that
the slant product maps cohomology classes to cohomol-
ogy classes we have the stated result.
Hence the nonzero gauged symmetry twisted PEPS
ground states |λ0, [γ]〉 := Gφγ |λγ0〉 are topologically or-
dered since the tensors Qxi,yi that determine the ground
state are locally undetectable, which follows from the
pulling through condition satisfied by the topological
MPOs and Eq.(D10), while for [γ] 6= [γ′] the states are
globally orthogonal 〈λ0, [γ]|λ0, [γ′]〉 = 0, as shown above.
In fact there is a slight subtlety, as while the reduced
density matrices for all [γ], [γ′] ∈ IM are supported on
the same subspace ρ
λ0,[γ]
R , ρ
λ0,[γ
′]
R ∈ Im(AR⊗A†R) for any
contractible region R, they are not necessarily equal [11]
(or even exponentially close in the size of the region).
One might also fret over the possibility that the state
exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking.
However neither of these complications can occur for the
gauged symmetry twisted SPT PEPS, since an exact iso-
metric fixed-point SPT PEPS does not exhibit symme-
try breaking and is gauged to a topologically ordered
fixed-point state which also does not exhibit symmetry
breaking (see Section VII). Furthermore the gauging map
is gap preserving, hence gauging any SPT PEPS in the
same phase as an SPT fixed-point maps it to a topolog-
ical PEPS in the same phase as the gauged topological
fixed-point PEPS.
3. Monodromy defects in SPT PEPS
Monodromy defects can be created in a SPT theory by
applying a symmetry twist along an open ended path in
the dual graph pg from plaquette q0 to q1, specified by a
G-connection φpg , where φ
pg
e = 1, for e /∈ pg and φpge =
gσe for e ∈ pg (σe is +1 if pg crosses e in a right handed
fashion and -1 for left handed crossings) hence φpg is flat
on every plaquette except q0, q1, the end points of pg, see
Fig.11. The defect states can be realized as ground states
of some twisted Hamiltonians Hφ
pg
m =
∑
q∈Λ\∂pg h
φpg
q +
h′q0 + h
′
q1 where the choice of the end terms h
′
q0 , h
′
q1 is
somewhat arbitrary. These monodromy defects can be
introduced into a SPT PEPS |ψ〉 following the framework
set up for symmetry twists.
Definition 5 (Monodromy defected SPT PEPS).
A monodromoy defect specified by pg in a SPT
PEPS |ψ〉 is described by a set of tensor network
states parametrized by a pair of tensors B0, B1 where
B0 : (CD)⊗|Ev0 | ⊗ Cχ → Cd is a local tensor associated
to a vertex v0 ∈ ∂q0 with a set of indices matching those
of the tensor Av0 , and an extra virtual index of the same
bond dimension χ as the internal index of the MPO (B1
is defined similarly).
The monodromy defected tensor network states
|ψpg , B0, B1〉 are constructed from the SPT PEPS
|ψ〉 by replacing the PEPS tensors Av0 , Av1 with B0, B1
and contracting the extra virtual indices thus introduced
with the open end indices of the MPO V pg (g) which acts
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on the virtual indices of the PEPS that cross pg. This is
depicted in Fig. 12 b).
� �−�
FIG. 11. A symmetry twist g along an open path.
This provides an ansatz [39] for symmetry twists by
choosing appropriate boundary tensors B0, B1 to close
the free internal MPO indices at q0, q1, the possibility of
different boundary conditions corresponds to the ambigu-
ity in the local Hamiltonian terms h′q0 , h
′
q1 , see Figs.11,12.
Eq.(3) implies that the defect state ansatz |ψpg , B0, B1〉
is in the ground space of the sum of Hamiltonian terms
away from the end points of pg,
∑
q∈Λ\∂pg h
φpg
q , for any
choice of tensors B0, B1.
Since the connection φpg is flat everywhere but q0, q1,
the gauging map can be applied, in the usual way,
to operators that are supported away from these pla-
quettes. Hence the twisted gauged defect Hamilto-
nian is (Hφ
pg
m )
Gφpg :=
∑
q∈Λ\∂pg G
φpg
Γq
[hφ
pg
q ] + h
′′
q0 + h
′′
q1
where again there is an ambiguity in the choice of end
terms h′′q0 , h
′′
q1 . The SPT PEPS with monodromy de-
fect pg can be gauged via the standard gauging proce-
dure for the G-connection φpg to yield the tensor net-
work Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉. Similar to the case of sym-
metry twists on closed paths, the gauged defected SPT
PEPS Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉 is constructed from the un-
twisted gauged SPT PEPS G |ψ〉 by removing the ten-
sors Gv0Av0 , G
v1Av1 and replacing them with the pair
of tensors Gv0B0, G
v1B1 connected by a virtual MPO
[V pg (g)
⊗
e∈pg Re(g)] acting on the virtual indices of
the PEPS that cross pg. Note the dimension of the
inner indices of this MPO match the extra indices of
Gv0B0, G
v1B1 since the newly introduced component of
the MPO
⊗
e∈pg Re(g) has trivial inner indices. To
achieve a more general ansatz one may want to re-
place Gv0B0, G
v1B1 by arbitrary tensors B˜0, B˜1 : (CD ⊗
C[G])⊗|Ev| ⊗ Cχ → Cd.
As shown above, the MPO [V pg (g)
⊗
e∈pg Re(g)] sat-
isfies the pulling through condition of Ref.[14] and
hence Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉 = Gφp′g |ψp
′
g , B0, B1〉 for p′g
an arbitrary, end point preserving, deformation of pg.
By Eq.(G9) we have GφpgΓq [hφ
pg
q ] = GΓq [hq] and hence
the gauged defected SPT PEPS Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉, for
all B0, B1, is in the ground space of the sum of
gauged Hamiltonian terms away from the end points∑
q∈Λ\∂pg GΓq [hq]. Consequently Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉must
represent a superposition of anyon pairs, localized to the
plaquettes q0, q1, on top of the vacuum (ground state).
Furthermore the freedom in choosing B0, B1 leads to a
fully general anyon ansatz within the framework of MPO-
injective PEPS [39].
4. Projective symmetry transformation of
monodromy defects
We proceed to show that the internal degrees of free-
dom of a monodromy defect pg transform under a projec-
tive representation of the residual global symmetry group
C(g) via a generalization of the mechanism for virtual
symmetry actions in MPS [8–10].
We consider a SPT PEPS on an oriented manifold M
with a twice punctured sphere topology and a symme-
try twist pg running from one puncture Π0 to the other
Π1. This captures both the case of a symmetry twisted
SPT model defined on a cylinder (when the virtual bonds
that enter the punctures are left open), and the case of a
pair of monodromy defects on a sphere (when the punc-
tures are formed by removing a pair of PEPS tensors
Av0 , Av1 and contracting the virtual indices thus opened
with B0, B1), see Fig. 12.
The bulk of the symmetry twisted state is invariant
under the physical on-site representation U(h)⊗|M|v of
C(g) ≤ G, but this may have some action on the virtual
indices that enter the punctures. Treating the SPT PEPS
on a cylinder of fixed radius as a one dimensional sym-
metric MPS implies, by well established arguments [8, 9],
that the action of the symmetry on the virtual bound-
aries Vg0 (h) ⊗ Vg1 (h) forms a representation, while each
individual boundary action Vg0 (h),Vg1 (h) is free to form
a projective representation.
a) � b) �
FIG. 12. a) A symmetry twisted SPT PEPS on a cylinder.
b) A pair of monodromy defects on a sphere.
Assuming the symmetry MPOs satisfy the zipper con-
dition (D10) one can directly calculate the effect that a
physical symmetry action U(h)⊗|M|v , h ∈ C(g) has on
the virtual boundary, simultaneously demonstrating the
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symmetry invariance of the bulk.
= (H2)
= (H3)
Hence the symmetry action Vg1 (h) (see Eq.(20)) on the
boundary of a single puncture Π1 is given by the MPO
V ∂Π
−
1 (h), acting on the virtual indices along ∂Π1, con-
tracted with the crossing tensor Y gR(h) (see Eq.(E3))
acting on the inner MPO index of the symmetry twist
V pg (g) that enters the puncture. Similarly Vg0 (h), acting
on the boundary of the other puncture Π0, is given by
contracting the MPO V ∂Π
−
0 (h) with the crossing tensor
Y gL (h).
There is a natural composition operation on the cross-
ing tensors Y gR(·) that is induced by applying a prod-
uct of global symmetries U(k)⊗|M|vU(h)⊗|M|v and uti-
lizing the reduction of Eq.(H3) twice and then zipping the
MPOs V ∂Π
−
1 (k)V ∂Π
−
1 (h) = X(k, h)V ∂Π
−
1 (kh)X+(k, h)
by Eq.(D10). This is nothing but the product
Y gR(k)× Y gR(h) that was previously defined in Eq.(E8).
Since the physical action U(h)⊗|M|v forms a repre-
sentation of the symmetry group C(g) the simultane-
ous virtual action on both boundaries Π0,Π1 together
Vg0 (h) ⊗ Vg1 (h) must also form a representation. How-
ever, there is a multiplicative freedom in the multiplica-
tion rule of the representation on a single boundary
Vg1 (k)Vg1 (h) = ωg1(k, h)Vg1 (kh)
(and similarly for Vg0 (h)), under the constraint
ωg0(k, h)ω
g
1(k, h) = 1, allowing the possibility of projec-
tive representations.
Using the result of Eq.(E9),
Y gR(k)× Y gR(h) = ωg(k, h)Y gR(kh), we can pin down
the 2-cocycle ωg1 explicitly in terms of the 3-cocycle
α of the injective MPO representation V ∂Π
−
0 (·) as
follows ωg1(k, h) = ω
g(k, h) (see Eq.(E7) for definition
of ωg). Hence the cohomology class of the projective
representation Vg1 (·) is given by
[ωg1(k, h)] = [α
(g)(k, h)].
It was shown above that a gauged SPT PEPS with
a pair of defects Gφpg |ψpg , B0, B1〉 describes a super-
position of anyon pairs in the resulting topological the-
ory. The projective transformation of the monodromy
defects is intimately related to the braiding of the re-
sulting anyons, which can be inferred from the following
process, depicted in Fig. 13. First consider an isolated
anyon formed by creating a pair of anyons and then mov-
ing the other arbitrarily far away. Next create a sec-
ond pair and move them to encircle the isolated anyon,
at this point one should fuse these anyons, but the full
description of such fusion requires a systematic anyon
ansatz which is beyond the scope of the current paper
(see Ref.[39]). Instead we drag the pair arbitrarily far
away as demonstrated in Fig. 13 and use the fact that
this can be rewritten as some local action on the internal
degrees of freedom of the isolated anyon, plus another lo-
cally undetectable action that can be moved arbitrarily
far away.
→
↓
=
FIG. 13. The process used to find the effect of braiding on
the internal degrees of freedom of a single anyon.
Appendix I: Gauging symmetric Hamiltonians and
ground states
In this appendix we apply the gauging procedure de-
veloped in Ref.[31] to families of trivial and SPT Hamil-
tonians with symmetric perturbations and find that they
are mapped to perturbed quantum double and twisted
quantum double models respectively. We then go on to
describe gauging the (unperturbed) fixed-point ground
states.
1. Gauging the Hamiltonian
First we apply the gauging procedure to a symmetric
Hamiltonian defined on the matter degrees of freedom,
each with Hilbert space Hv ∼= C[G] and symmetry action
Uv(g) = Rv(g), associated to the vertices of a directed
graph Λ embedded in a closed oriented 2-manifold M.
The Hamiltonian is given by
Hm = α
∑
v∈Λ
h0v +
∑
m∈G
βm
∑
e∈Λ
Eme (I1)
the vertex terms are h0v :=
∫
dgˆvdgv |gˆv〉 〈gv|
while the edge interaction terms are Eme :=∫
dgv−e dgv+e δgv−e g
−1
v
+
e
,m |gv−e 〉〈gv−e | ⊗ |gv+e 〉〈gv+e |. Each
term in this Hamiltonian is symmetric under the group
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action
⊗
v Rv(g). For α, βm < 0 and |α|  |βm| this
Hamiltonian describes a symmetric phase with trivial
SPT order, while for |βm|  |α| the Hamiltonian
describes different symmetry broken phases.
We construct the gauge and matter Hamiltonian Hg,m
by first gauging the local terms h0v, which leaves them
invariant Gv[h0v] = h0v. Next we gauge the interaction
terms Eme with the gauging map on e¯ (the closure of edge
e)
Ge¯[Eme ] =
∫
dgv−e dgv+e dhv−e dhv+e δgv−e g
−1
v
+
e
,m |gv−e h−1v−e 〉
〈gv−e h−1v−e | ⊗ |hv−e h
−1
v+e
〉〈hv−e h−1v+e |e ⊗ |gv+e h
−1
v+e
〉〈gv+e h−1v+e |.
Finally we consider additional local gauge invariant
Hamiltonian terms acting purely on the gauge degrees
of freedom: symmetric local fields
Fce :=
∫
dgˆedge δgˆeg−1e ∈c |gˆe〉 〈ge| (I2)
where c ∈ C(G) are conjugacy classes of G, and plaquette
flux-constraints
Bmp :=
∫ ∏
e∈∂p
dge δgσe1e1 ···gσ
e|∂p|
e|∂p| ,m
⊗
e∈∂p
|ge〉〈ge| , (I3)
where each plaquette p has a fixed orientation in-
duced by the 2-manifold M, and the group elements
{ge1 , . . . , ge|∂p|} are ordered as the edges are visited start-
ing from the smallest vertex label and moving against
the orientation of ∂p, then σei = ±1 is +1 if the edge ei
points in the same direction as the orientation of p and
−1 otherwise. Finally we require that the group elements
lie in the center of the group m ∈ C(G) which renders the
choice of vertex from which we begin our traversal of ∂p
irrelevant.
The full gauge and matter Hamiltonian is thus given
by
Hg,m = α
∑
v∈Λ
h0v +
∑
m∈G
βm
∑
e∈Λ
Ge¯[Eme ] +
∑
c∈C(G)
γc
∑
e∈Λ
Fce
+
∑
m∈C(G)
εm
∑
p∈Λ
Bmp . (I4)
Note that each term commutes with all local gauge con-
straints {Pv}, see Eq.(F1), and the physics takes place
within this gauge invariant subspace.
2. Disentangling the constraints
To see more clearly that this gauge theory is equiva-
lent to an unconstrained quantum double model we will
apply a local disentangling circuit to reveal a clear ten-
sor product structure, allowing us to ‘spend’ the gauge
constraints to remove the matter degrees of freedom.
We define the disentangling circuit to be the prod-
uct of local unitaries CΛ :=
∏
v Cv, where Cv :=
∫
dgv |gv〉 〈gv|v
∏
e∈E+v Re(g)
∏
e∈E−v Le(g). Note the or-
der in the product is irrelevant since [Cv, Cv′ ] = 0.
This circuit induces the following transformation on the
gauge projectors: CΛPvC
†
Λ =
∫
dgRv(g), hence any state
|ψ〉 in the gauge invariant subspace (simultaneous +1
eigenspace of all Pv) is disentangled into a tensor prod-
uct of symmetric states on all matter degrees of freedom
with an unconstrained state |ψ′〉 ∈ Hg on the gauge de-
grees of freedom CΛ |ψ〉 = |ψ′〉
⊗
v
∫
dgv |gv〉.
Now we apply the disentangling circuit to the
Hamiltonian Hg,m. First note the pure gauge terms
Fce and Bmp are invariant under conjugation by
Cv. The vertex terms are mapped to Cvh
0
vC
†
v =∫
dgvRv(gv)
⊗
e∈E+v Re(gv)
⊗
e∈E−v Le(gv). Since the
disentangled vertex degrees of freedom are invariant
under Rv(gv) we see that this Hamiltonian term acts
as
∫
dgv
⊗
e∈E+v Re(gv)
⊗
e∈E−v Le(gv) on the relevant
gauge degrees of freedom. We recognize this as the vertex
term of a quantum double model. Finally we examine the
transformation of the interaction terms CvGe¯[Eme ]C†v =
1
|G| |m〉 〈m|e, which yield local fields on the gauge degrees
of freedom that induce string tension. Hence we see that
the gauge plus matter Hamiltonian after disentangling
becomes a local Hamiltonian Hg := CvHg,mC
†
v acting
purely on the gauge degrees of freedom
Hg = α
∑
v
∫
dgv
⊗
e∈E+v
Re(gv)
⊗
e∈E−v
Le(gv) +
∑
m∈G
βm
|G|
×
∑
e∈Λ
|m〉 〈m|e +
∑
c∈C(G)
γc
∑
e∈Λ
Fce +
∑
m∈C(G)
εm
∑
p∈Λ
Bmp
(I5)
which describes a quantum double model with string ten-
sion and flux perturbations. Note that a spontaneous
symmetry breaking phase transition in the ungauged
model is mapped to a string tension induced anyon con-
densation transition by the gauging procedure.
3. Gauging nontrivial SPT Hamiltonians
The gauging procedure extends to nontrivial SPT
Hamiltonians which are defined on triangular graphs em-
bedded in closed oriented 2-manifoldsM. The only mod-
ification required is to replace the trivial vertex terms h0v
by nontrivial terms hαv which are defined by∫
dgˆvdgv
∏
v′∈L(v)
dgv′
∏
4∈S(v)
α4 |gˆv〉 〈gv|
⊗
v′∈L(v)
|gv′〉 〈gv′ |
(I6)
where S(v) is the star of v, L(v) is the link of v and
α4 ∈ U(1) for plaquette 4, whose vertices are given
counterclockwise (relative to the orientation of the 2-
manifold) by v, v′, v′′, is defined by the 3-cocycle
α4 := ασpi (g1g−12 , g2g
−1
3 , g3g
−1
4 ) where (g1, g2, g3, g4) :=
pi(gˆv, gv, gv′ , gv′′) for pi the permutation that sorts the
group elements into ascending vertex label order (with
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the convention that gˆv immediately precedes gv) and
σpi = ±1 is the parity of the permutation. The terms
hαv are clearly symmetric under global right group multi-
plication and are seen to be Hermitian since conjugation
inverts the phase factor α4 and interchanges the role of
gˆv and gv which inverts the parity of pi thereby compen-
sating the conjugation of α4.
We apply the gauging map on the region S¯(v) (the
closure of the star of v) to hαv
GS¯(v)[hαv ] =
∫
dgˆvdgvdhv
∏
v′∈L(v)
dgv′dhv′
∏
4∈S(v)
α4
|gˆvh−1v 〉 〈gvh−1v |
⊗
v′∈L(v)
|gv′h−1v′ 〉 〈gv′h−1v′ |⊗
e∈S¯(v)
|hv−e h−1v+e 〉〈hv−e h
−1
v+e
|e (I7)
followed by the disentangling circuit CΛGS¯(v)[hαv ]C†Λ
which yields∫
dgˆvdgvdhv
∏
v′∈L(v)
dgv′dhv′
∏
4∈S(v)
α4 |gˆvh−1v 〉 〈gvh−1v |⊗
v′∈L(v)
|gv′h−1v′ 〉 〈gv′h−1v′ |
⊗
e∈E+v
|gv−e gˆ−1v 〉〈gv−e g−1v |⊗
e∈E−v
|gˆvg−1v+e 〉〈gvg
−1
v+e
|
⊗
e∈L(v)
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉〈gv−e g
−1
v+e
|. (I8)
Note, importantly, the phase functions α4 now depend
only on the gauge degrees of freedom. Finally in Eq.(I9)
we rewrite the pure gauge Hamiltonian terms without
reference to the matter degrees of freedom, which become
irrelevant as the matter degrees of freedom in any gauge
invariant state are fixed to be in the symmetric state∫
dgv |gv〉v by the disentangling circuit∫
dgˆvdgv
∏
v′∈L(v)
dgv′
∏
4∈S(v)
α4
⊗
e∈E+v
|gv−e gˆ−1v 〉〈gv−e g−1v |
⊗
e∈E−v
|gˆvg−1v+e 〉〈gvg
−1
v+e
|
⊗
e∈L(v)
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉〈gv−e g
−1
v+e
| (I9)
This can be recognized as the vertex term of a 2D twisted
quantum double model (the lattice hamiltonian version
of a twisted Dijkgraaf Witten theory for the group G and
cocycle α).
4. Gauging SPT groundstates
In this section we apply the gauging procedure directly
to the ground states of the nontrivial SPT Hamiltonian
that was defined in Eq.(I6). These ground states are
constructed using the following local circuit [57]
Dα :=
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
∏
4∈Λ
α˜4
⊗
v∈Λ
|gv〉 〈gv| (I10)
where α˜4 ∈ U(1) is a function of the degrees of freedom
on plaquette 4, whose vertices are given counterclock-
wise, relative to the orientation of the 2-manifold M,
by v, v′, v′′ (note the choice of starting vertex is irrel-
evant) and is defined by a 3-cocycle as follows α˜4 :=
ασpi (g1g
−1
2 , g2g
−1
3 , g3) where (g1, g2, g3) := pi(gv, gv′ , gv′′)
with pi the permutation that sorts the group elements
into ascending vertex label order and σpi = ±1 is the
parity of the permutation (equivalently the orientation
of 4 embedded within the 2-manifold M). Note Dα is
easily expressed as a product of commuting 3-local gates.
To define SPT fixed-point states we start with the
trivial state |SPT(0)〉 := ⊗v ∫ dgv |gv〉v, which is eas-
ily seen to be symmetric under global right group mul-
tiplication. One can also check that Dα is symmetric
under conjugation by global right group multiplication
by utilizing the 3-cocycle condition satisfied by each α˜4.
With this we define nontrivial SPT fixed-point states
|SPT(α)〉 := Dα |SPT(0)〉, which are symmetric by con-
struction. To see that |SPT(α)〉 is the ground state of the
SPT Hamiltonian
∑
v h
α
v we note h
α
v = Dαh
0
vD
†
α which
again is proved using the 3-cocycle condition.
We will now gauge the SPT fixed-point states by apply-
ing the state gauging map toDα, since the input variables
of the circuit carry the same information as the virtual
indices of the fixed-point SPT PEPS we hope this makes
the correspondence between the two pictures more clear
GDα =
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgvdhv
∏
4∈Λ
α˜4
⊗
e∈Λ
|hv−e h−1v+e 〉⊗
v∈Λ
|gvh−1v 〉 〈gv| . (I11)
Under the local disentangling circuit this transforms to
CΛGDα =
∫ ∏
v∈Λ
dgv
∏
4∈Λ
α˜4
⊗
e∈Λ
|gv−e g−1v+e 〉
⊗
v∈Λ
〈gv|
⊗
v∈Λ
∫
dkv |kv〉 , (I12)
where it is clear that the matter degrees of freedom have
been disentangled into symmetric states and the cocycles
α˜4 depend on both the group variables on the edges and
the inputs on the vertices (which correspond to the PEPS
virtual degrees of freedom).
The explicit connection to the fixed-point SPT PEPS
is made by replacing the basis at each vertex |gv〉v by an
analogous basis of the diagonal subspace of variables at
each plaquette surrounding the vertex
⊗
4∈S(v) |gv〉4,v.
This construction lends itself directly to a PEPS descrip-
tion where a tensor is assigned to each plaquette of the
original graph (i.e. the PEPS is constructed on the dual
graph). This in turn is why we must apply a seemingly
modified version of the gauging operator of Ref.[31] to
gauge the PEPS correctly and we note that on the sub-
space where redundant variables are identified the mod-
ified PEPS gauging operator becomes identical to the
standard gauging operator.
